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LICENSEE INFORMATION
Name: NEUTRON PRODUCTS, INC.' License Number: MD-31-025-03
City: NR State: MD Region: 1

Agreement State Status: YS Reportable Event: Y Abnormal Occurence: N

ABSTRACT: The licensee reported to the Maryland Department of the Environment Radiological
Health Services Office that one of their teletherapy service engineer's (OSP) TLD for the month of July
read 7.078 cSv (rem) whole body. The source of the overexposure is unclear and under investigation.
The licensee has removed the engineer from licensed activities pending the outcome of the investigation.

EVENT CLASSIFICATION
Event Type: EXP Cause: NOT REPORTED
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Model Number: NR
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Serial Number: NR
Manufacture Date: NR
Consequences: FIELD NOT USED

Manufacture Date: NR

Isotope: CO-60
Activity: NR
Leak Results: NR
Consequences: FIELD NOT USED
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CERTIFIED MAIL: NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Jackson A. Ransohoff, President
Neutron Products, Inc.
22301 Mt. Ephraim Road
P.O. Box 68
Dickerson, MD 20842

RE: Radioactive Materials License Number: MD-31-025-03

Dear Mr. Ransohoff:

This letter refers to an investigation conducted by radioactive material staff of the Maryland
.Department of the Environment's (MDE) Radiological Health Program (RHP) -in August and September

1998. The investigation was conducted pursuant to an August 17, 1998 Neutron Products, Inc. (NPI)
notification to RHP regarding the documented June 1998 radiation exposure of a NPI teletherapy service
installer that exceeded 5 Rem limit stated in COMAR 26.12.01.01 Section D.201 (a) while conducting
activities under the above referenced license. NPI has removed this individual from any licensed

-activities that may resultin additional occupational radiation exposure in. 1998.

On August 25, 1998, at NPI's Ranson, West Virginia facility Messrs. Raymond Manley and Leon
Rachuba interviewed NPI staff and witnessed a reenactment of those licensed activities (without live
source) suspected of causing the overexposure. Additionally, on September 2, 1998, at NPI's Dickerson
facility, Messrs. Carl Trump, Jr., Raymond Manley and Leon Rachuba interviewed NPI staff and
witnessed a reenactment of those licensed activities (with live source) suspected of causing the
overexposure.

NPI submitted a summary report of their investigation of the overexposure on September 8, 1998.
This report defined NPI's evaluation of licensed activities conducted at Sinai Hospital in Miami Beach,
Florida on June 25-26, 1998. Those activities included the multiple adjustments of a mirror assembly by
NPI engineers on a Toshiba teletherapy unit while the source drawer was in a partially pulled out
position. The report confirmed the NPI activities conducted on the above dates resulted in an unusual.
and increased occupational exposure, but it could not confirm that the overexposure was entirely from
those activities.

Results of RHP's investigation revealed that in June 1998 a NPI teletherapy engineer received an
occupational overexposure of approximately 7 Rem while conducting licensed activities. The
overexposure was in most, or entirely the result, of the mirror adjustments conducted on a Toshiba
teletherapy unit on June 25-26, 1998. During those activities NPI engineers failed to conduct adequate
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radiation surveys to evaluate the hazard. Furthermore, those NPI engineers failed to follow established
and licensed procedures specifying the wearing of employee dosimetry and the documentation of
dosimetry results. Finally, NPI failed to report the overexposure in writing to RHP within 24 hours of
their discovery of the event.

During the investigation, these and other activities were found to be in violation of the
Department's requirements. The findings were discussed with Messrs. Marvin Turkanis, Jeffrey
Williams and you at various times during the investigation. The violations found are listed in the
enclosed "Description of Violations."

In addition to the violations indicated above, RI-P has the following specific radiation safety
concerns from this. investigation:

1. NPI's evaluation of the nature of the incident resulting in the overexposure states that a portion of
the overexposure may have been resultant from undefined events. If this is true than some unknown
condition may still exist during NPI source transfers or other licensed activities which may result in
significant doses to occupational workers.

2. NPI failed to have a copy of the sealed source and device sheet (SS&D) for the Toshiba: device
being serviced. NPI personnel indicated that at least the lighting assembly had been replaced with a
assembly not specified on the SS&D sheet. Have other portions of the teletherapy unit been
replaced with systems not specified on its SS&D sheet?

3. One of the potential problems encountered by the NPI service engineers while adjusting the mirror
was the quality assurance/quality control of the mirror assembly supplied from the NPI Dickerson
facility.

4. Assurance by NPI that the potential for a similar incident does not currently exist.

The Maryland Department of the Environment's Radiological Health Program is extremely
concerned that those activities conducted under your MD-31-025-03 license, which resulted in this
employee overexposure, reflect an on-going and significant downward trend in over-all radiation safety at
the Dickerson facility. NPI currently has unresolved compliance and safety concerns in all four of its
specific licenses. These compliance concerns seriously question whether NPI's executive management
currently has the competence to effectively, oversee and implement critical safety aspects of NPI's
radiation safety program.

As a result of these findings, you are expected to correct the violations as soon as possible.
Additionally, you are required to respond to the above concerns and the enclosed "Description. of
Violations" within twenty (20) calendar days of your receipt of this notice. Written statements should be
provided for each of the violations indicating:

a. Corrective steps, which have been or will be taken by you to remedy the present
violations and the results achieved or anticipated;

b. Corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations, who will undertake these

steps, and who will supervise them; and

c. The date when full compliance will be achieved.

Failure to provide these statements in the required time frame may result in the Department



taking escalated enforcement action under Maryland Radiation Regulations to:

(a) modify, revoke or suspend your license,

(b) issue a Departmental Order under the Annotated Code of Maryland, Environment
Article, Sections 1-301 and 8-101 through 8-601, and

(c) seek an administrative penalty of up to $ 1,000 per violation, per day [Section 8-5 10(b),
or a civil penalty in Circuit Court in an amount not exceeding $ 10,000 per violation, per
day [Section 8-509(b)].

The serious nature and extent of the deficiencies noted within your program requires that you
schedule an enforcement conference at the Agency's address no later than thirty (3 0) calendar days after
your receipt of this letter, at which time, upon review of your compliance response, remedial actions can
be discussed. Please identify who will be attending this meeting in your response to the Department.

Please be reminded that Departmental compliance letters and licensee responses shall be posted
pursuant to the requirements of the Maryland regulations, Section J.l 1 (d) titled, "Posting of Notices to
Workers." Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact Messrs. Raymond
Manley, Carl E. Trump, Jr., or me at (410) 631-3302. You may also reach our office by dialing toll-free
at 1 -800-633-6101 and requesting extension 3302.

Sincerely,

Roland G. Fletcher, Manager
a Radiological Health Program

RGF/CET/REM/cc

Enclosure: Description of Violations

cc. Ann Marie DeBiase
-Attorney General Office



DESCRIPTION OF VIOLATIONS
Neutron Products, Inc.
22301 Mt. Ephraim Road
P.O. Box 68
Dickerson, MD 20842

RE: Radioactive Materials License Number: MD-31-025-03

Certain activities conducted under your license were found to be in violation of Code of
Maryland Regulations 26.12.01.01 titled, "Regulations for Control of Ionizing Radiation." These
violations are presented below:

1. Section D.201(a) titled, "Occupational Dose Limits for Adults" requires that NPI control the
occupational dose to individual adults, except for planned exposures pursuant to D.206, to an annual
limit of 5 Rem or less.

Contrary to the above, on June 25-26, 1998 the licensee failed to control the occupational dose to
a teletherapy service engineer. That engineer was conducting activities licensed under the above
referenced NPI license while exchanging and servicing a teletherapy device at a Sinai hospital in
Miami Beach Florida. Specifically, a NPI occupational worker received radiation an
overexposure while conducting an unusual licensed activity (multiple mirror adjustments of a
teletherapy unit) at Sinai Hospital of Miami Beach Florida. The service engineer received a
whole body TEDE radiation exposure dose of 7.078 Rem.

2. Section D.501, titled, "Surveys and Monitoring-General" requires, in part, that each licensee make or
cause to be made such surveys as may be necessary for him to evaluate the extent of radiation
hazards that may be present and to establish compliance with these regulations.

A. Contrary to the above, a NPI occupational worker received an overexposure while conducting an
unusual licensed activity (multiple mirror adjustments of a teletherapy unit) at Sinai Hospital of
Miami Beach Florida. Specifically, the moving of the teletherapy source drawer various
distances away from its shielded position created substantial and significant increased dose rates.
Even after a conference with NPI management (Radiation Safety. Officer) and other experienced

NPI service personnel, the on-site engineers failed to conduct adequate surveys with their survey
meter to evaluate the hazard (increased dose rate or accurate definition of collimation of source
of radiation). This failure to adequately survey occurred on both June 25, 1998 and June 26,
1998.

B. Contrary to the above, RHP staff interviews with the participating engineers revealed that those
engineers were aware of the increased hazard of the activities being conducted. This was
evidenced by the lead engineer's estimation of a 4 Rem extremity dose to one of the installers.
These engineers failed to notify NPI management of likely increases to occupational dose
resulting from the adjustments of the teletherapy mirror. This directly led to NPI management's
failure to immediately process all of the engineer's thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs).

3. Section D. 1202(b) titled, "Notification of Incidents-Twenty-Four Hour Notification" requires
licensees to, within 24 hours of discovery of the event, notify RHP in writing by telegram, mailgram
or facsimile, each event involving the loss of control of a licensed source of radiation possessed by
the licensee that may have caused, or threatens to cause, an individual to receive in a period of 24
hours, a total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) exceeding 0.05 Sv (5 Rem).

Contrary to the above, on June 25-26, 1998 NPI lost control of a source of radiation which
caused an NPI employee overexposure exceeding 0.05 Sv. (5 Rem). NPI's TLD processor
Thermo Nutech telephoned NPI's facility on August 7, 1998 and informed a licensee
representative that a NPI employee's whole body radiation exposure exceeded regulatory limits.
NPI failed to report this overexposure to RHP until August 17, 1998, a period of 10 days after the
representative of the licensee became aware.



4. Section D.502 titled, "Conditions Requiring Individual Monitoring of External and Internal
Occupational Dose"' requires that a licensee monitor exposures from sources of radiation at levels
sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the occupational dose limits of Part D.

Contrary to the above, NPI's failure to conduct adequate radiation surveys during the mirror
adjustments on June 25-26, 1998 resulted in the collimated radiation source beam not being
defined. As a result, two of the participating engineer's whole body TLDs (monthly & quarterly)
were worn at belt level instead of mid chest level. The belt level TLDS were not worn in the-
region of highest potential exposure.

5. Section C.31 (c) titled, "Specific Terms and Conditions of License" requires each person licensed by
the Agency to confine use of the licensed material to purposes authorized in the license. NPI's
specific license condition #14 requires NPI to follow their Specification P-9 titled, "Procedures for
Source Transfer, Maintenance, and Service Associated with Teletherapy Devices", as revised March
29, 1990. NPI's specific license condition #17 incorporates NPI Specification P-9 revision 2 with
Table I and Appendices I through IX.

NPI's specification P-9 dated March 29, 1990 specifies the minimum dosimetry to be worn by each
member of the installation team. That dosimetry is:

i. A direct reading integrating dosimeter capable of measuring at least 200 mR in at least 5
mR increments, as a whole body dosimeter;

ii. A direct reading, integrating dosimeter capable of indicating at least 1 R, as a whole
body dosimeter;

iii. Two TLD personal dosimeters (monthly and quarterly);

iv. A TLD personnel dosimeter for each wrist;

v. A direct reading, integrating dosimeter on each wrist, capable of measuring at least 10 R;
and

vi. An audible personnel monitor (chirper).

A. Contrary to the above, on June 25, 1998, during the source transfers (old source removed and
new source installed), two of the NPI service engineers wore only one whole body SRD. This is
contrary to the licensee's procedures that require the wearing of two whole body SRDs (low
range and high range).

B. One engineer stated that when he wore wrist SRDs he wore a 1 R SRD on his left wrist and a
500 InRem SRD on his right wrist. The licensee's P-9 procedure requires the wearing of 2 SRDs
capable of measuring 10 R.

6. Section C.3 I(c) titled, "Specific Terms and Conditions of License" requires each person licensed by
the Agency to confine use of the licensed material to purposes authorized in the license. NPI's
specific license condition #14 requires NPI to follow their Specification P-9 titled, "Procedures for
Source Transfer, Maintenance, and Service Associated with Teletherapy Devices" as revised March
29, 1990. NPI's specific license condition #17 incorporates NPI Specification P-9 revision 2 with
Table I and Appendices I through IX.

NPI's P-9 procedures clearly indicate that the SRDs of team members are to be last read and recorded
after the service engineers replace the cover plates, collimators, retainer, etc., performing
maintenance as appropriate. The activity involving the adjustment of the mirror clearly falls into this
category.



A. Contrary to the above, the senior engineer on site stated to the RHP inspector that whole body
SRDs were last recorded following the source exchange and prior to the mirror adjustments.

B. Contrary to the above, following the source transfer and prior to the mirror adjustment one of the
engineers removed his whole body SRD. This action failed to allow for final reading of this
SRD following the mirror adjustments.

C. Contrary to the above, following the source transfer and prior to the mirror adjustment all three
engineers removed their wrist SRDs. This action failed to allow for final reading of those SRDs
following mirror adjustments.

7. Section C.3 1(c) titled, "specific Terms and Conditions of License" requires each person licensed by
the Agency to confine use of the licensed material to purposes authorized in the license. NPI's
specific license condition #14 requires NPI to follow their Specification P-9 titled, "Procedures for
Source Transfer, Maintenance, and Service Associated with Teletherapy Devices" as revised March
29, 1990. NPI's specific license condition #17 incorporates NPI Specification P-9 revision 2 with
Table I and Appendices I through IX.

NPI's P-9 procedures require the recording of whole body SRDs results. Those results are recorded
on NPI's teletherapy "Notice Form". On that form whole body SRDs are identified numerically to
the individual being monitored.

Contrary to the above, the form specific to the June 25-26, 1998 Sinai teletherapy source
replacement, shows two users wearing the identical number SRD and with the identical mRem
reading. This represents at least a monitoring documentation error by the licensee. Of specific
concern is that the whole body SRD record in question involves an individual who by interview
participated in the mirror adjustment for a period of time almost two times greater than the
overexposed individual. Also that individual's whole body TLDs were located at the waist and
out of the major collimated beam.

8. Section J. 12(a)(3) titled, "Instruction to Workers" requires all individuals working in or frequenting
any portion of a restricted area shall be instructed in, and instructed to observe, to the extent within
the worker's control, the applicable provisions of these regulations and licenses for the protection of
personnel from exposures to radiation or radioactive material occurring in such areas.

NPI's 03 license application documentation requires training in licensed activities by installers.

Contrary to the above, two of the three service installers were not aware of requirements in NPI's
P-9 procedure. Furthermore, documentation was not available for inspection review regarding
P.9 training for three NPI engineer's involved in the June 25-26 licensed

a. That whole body SRDs were required to be worn till completion of all unit maintenance;

b. That two whole body SRDs were required to be worn (low range and high range) during
teletherapy exchanges.

c. That wrist SRDs should have a range up to 10 R;

d. That whole body SRD reading should be recorded following maintenance as appropriate.

e. That, if knowledge of increased hazard due to radiation was suspected, this shouldhave
been verbally transmitted to NPI's RSO.
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MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
AIR & RADIATION MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION

Radiological Health Pro..am

MEMORANDUM

TO: MD-31-025-03

FROM: Ray Manley

DATE: October 26, 1998

SUBJECT: FINAL REPORT OF 1998 NPI ENGINEER OVER EXPOSURE

This report is a composite summary of the June 1998 Neutron Products, Inc. service engineer
occupational overexposure under the MD-31-025-03 service license. This summary is a composite
evaluation of the following documents:

1. August 17, 1998 NPI telephonic notification of overexposure to RHP & 24 hour written report
(attached)

2. Employee radiation exposure documentation history for June 1998 and second quarter 1998
(Confidential)

3. NPI's initial written notification of overexposure to RHP (attached) minus attachment identifying
the employee (confidential)

4. August 25, 1998 summary of Ranson West Virginia RHP investigation and non source
reenactment (attached)

5. Private interviews with NPI installers (confidential)

6. NPI's August 26, 1998 request to conduct live source reenactment (attached)

7. August 27, 1998 telephone interview with Florida Hospital RSO (attached)

8. Follow-up telephonic interviews with NPI service engineers (confidential)

9. RHP response to NPI request for live reenactment (attached)



10. NPI's "Special Outline of Dose Measurement Experiment (attached)

11. RHP summary of live source reenactment (attached)

12. Sealed Source and Device Sheet #NR421D101U (attached)

13. NPI's 30 day written report of the incident (attached) minus the attachment correlating dose
exposure to specific individuals (confidential)

14. NPI's specification P-9 procedures (confidential)

15. Inspector's proposed violations with discussion (attached)

SUMMARY

On August 17, 1998 at about 1508 hours, this writer received a telephone call from Mr.
Marvin Turkanis. Mr. Turkanis is the Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) for the Neutron Products, Inc.
(NPI) teletherapy servicing license (MD-31-025-03). Mr. Turkanis called to report (in accordance
with COMAR 26.12.01.01 Section D. 1202(b)) a probable occupational overexposure to one of NPI's
teletherapy service engineers. The overexposure was identified from that employee's June 1998
monthly wholebody TLD dose of 7070 millirem (mRem) and the second quarter wholebody TLD dose
of 6513 mRem. Both of those exposures indicated that the employee exceeded the annual wholebody
occupational limit of 5000 mRem. Extremity exposures were also elevated (12,267 mRem for left
wrist and 4133 mRem for right wrist) but were below the occupational limit of 50,000 mRem. Mr.
Turkanis informed me that because of this exposure result the engineer had been removed from all
duties which might result in additional wholebody radiation occupational dose for 1998. NPI was
unsure of how the overexposure occurred and was evaluating those activities conducted by that
engineer during June 1998. Mr. Turkanis was reminded of the requirement for 24 hour and 30 day
written reports. I informed him the RHP would conduct an investigation of the matter.

NPI subsequently decided that activities conducted by the overexposed service engineer during
a June 1998 cobalt-60 source exchange in a hospital in Miami Beach were most likely to have caused
the overexposure. On August 25, 1998 Mr. Leon Rachuba and this writer participated in an
investigation of the above events at NPI's Region II licensed facility on 416 N. Fairfax Boulevard in
Ranson West Virginia. During this investigation two NPI personnel involved in the Florida source
exchange were interviewed. Also, a timed activity review of the teletherapy exchange process which
occurred at the hospital was reviewed. Specifically, the three NPI engineers involved with the source
exchange were Dale Repp, Edward Koontz and Thomas Baugher.

NPI suspected that certain activities conducted by the engineers while adjusting an internal
Toshiba Head mirror for field of view on June 24-25, 1998 may have resulted in the
overexposure. Those activities were conducted pursuant to a source exchange at a hospital in
Miami Beach. Specifically, the hospital was Mount Sinai Medical Center of Greater Miami, Inc.
located at 4300 Alton Road, Miami Beach Florida 33140. The hospital has a Florida specific



license (64-12) which authorizes the possession of a Toshiba teletherapy device. Again, the
purpose of the reenactment was to evaluate the potential for a radiation overexposure with a
Toshiba device (without source) located at the Ranson facility and make available for RHP
interview NPI personnel involved. The Toshiba head (RCR-120C3) and the source drawer were
slightly different than the ones used at the hospital. One of the three NPI service engineers Tom
Baugher was scheduled to participate but was unable to attend due to a last minute doctor's
appointment.

During the reenactment NPI demonstrated the general activities required for source plug
removal, transfer plate alignments (NPI described that they. had modified a Toshiba transfer tube
to incorporate. more lead and keep to doses to installers lower), and methodology of source
drawer removal. The engineers did not recall any unusual events occurring during the removal of
the old source or transfer into the head of the new source. Specifically, there were no
occurrences of any source hang-up during the transfer. NPI engineers did note& that the light
assembly used to generate the initial source of light for the optical lens and mirror was not the
original manufacturer's design (Dale Repp stated of NPI design), but had been installed at some
unknown time by either NPI or Toshiba personnel (they were not sure which). The engineers'
indicated that there was a room radiation monitor, but did not recall when or if it visually alarmed.
The alarm set point was 3 mR/hr.. The lead engineer, Mr. Repp, described the dosimetry worn by

the service engineer's during source transfers as two whole body SRDs worn in the shirt pocket (
of variable ranges from 200 mRem to 10 Rem), monthly and quarterly whole body TLDs worn at
either the mid shirt level or on the belt, a wrist TLD for each hand, and two wrist SRDs (variable
ranges between 500 mRem to 5 Rem, and a Xetex electronic dosimeter on the belt. He stated

- that all SRDs are zeroed prior to the beginning of the source exchange. Subsequent interviews
. with the other participating engineers indicated that the dosimetry they were wearing was

.different than stated above (see inspector's proposed violations with discussion). All engineers agree
that the wrist SRDs were removed following the source exchange and prior to the mirror adjustment.
This was due to the inability to easily access the inside of the plug with the ion chambers on each wrist.

Following the source transfer NPI engineers had difficulty aligning the light with the lens and
the mirror located on the source drawer. The NPI engineers made between 15-20 -attempts (note
this number was variable between 11-201 during the entire course of this investigation) at
adjusting the light field before specifications were met. Possible reasons why this adjustment took
so long were:
1. The light system in the Toshiba Head was not the original system.

2. The mirror assembly on the source drawer was out of the specified alignment and needed
multiple adjustments.

3. The lens assembly had been incorrectly installed (180 degrees rotated) prior to mirror
adjustment. (note, Mr. Repp absolutely denies this reason).

* This light field adjustment involved pulling the source drawer out of its fully shielded position
to a minimum distance of 2.5 inches. (note, the drawer is capable of being pulled out a
substantially greater distance 6-8 inches, before the drawer would become unbalanced and fall
from the head.). The adjustment process involved pulling the source drawer, rotating the source



drawer 180 degrees to the Source down. position, loosening an allen screw, adjusting the mirror
assembly on the source drawer, tightening the allen screw, rotating the source drawer 180 degrees
to source up position and restoring the source drawer to its fully shielded position. Each one of
these adjustments took a maximum of 1 minute. Mr. Repp estimated that Tom Baugher
performed most of the mirror adjustments. He estimated that Mr. Baugher conducted 70% of the
adjustment work and he conducted 30%. Mr. Koontz indicated that he conducted only the last
adjustment.

Mr. Repp indicated that following initial concerns by the NPI engineers regarding the mirror
adjustment, he called and spoke to the NPI's 03 RSO Mr. Turkanis. Under Mr. Turkanis's
instruction he telephoned other NPI source installers who had experience with the mirror
adjustments on Toshiba units. Mr. Turkanis indicated that during this phone call he was not made
aware of any additional radiation exposure hazards.

The NPI engineers informed the RHP inspection team that during the mirror adjustments
the hospital's RSO (Tom McCloud) conducted radiation surveys of the plug hole with a
Victoreen model 450 digital/analog survey meter. He surveyed a dose rate of 2-3 R/hr at 24
inches from the plug hole. NPI understood that his meter either had problems or went off scale
(>50 R/hr) when he put the detector into the plug hole. NPI engineers and management (Mr.
Turkanis) feels that these measurements Were probably in error. NPI personnel indicated their
belief that the pulling of the source drawer during the mirror adjustments would not create a
significant dose rate. NPI indicated that a reenactment with a live source would probably be
needed to confirm increased dose rates.

Discussions were made involving other activities conducted by the overexposed individual
during June 1998. Other activities conducted by the NPI engineer who received the whole body
overexposure during June 1998 were:

a. A source'removal immediately following the source exchange in Florida. (6/26/98 North
Miami Beach Cancer Care Center, Ltd., 125 North Miami Beach Florida)

b. A radiation processing source installation in Germany. (612-13, 1998 Biersdorf, Hamburg

Germany)

c. Routine work in the LAA.(6/3/98 during hot cell cleanup-on May's TLD)

Each of these activities were examined and neither the installer nor any NPI .personnel could
determine a potential dose rate sufficient to have caused the overexposure.

NPI's failure to report the exposure within 24 hours of their knowledge of the event was
discussed. Mr. Williams indicated that TLD manufacturer (Thermo-NuTech) reported the
overexposure to the NPI receptionist on August 7, 1998. She left a note of the results for NPI's
dosimetrist. The results were not communicated to NPI management until August 16, 1998
because the dosimetrist was on vacation. Jack Ransohoff indicated that they had remedied this
communication lapse by discussions with the TLD manufacturer. The manufacturer now has a



NPI management call down list and is to fax the results to all those individuals on the list (i.e. Jeff
Williams, Jack Ransohoff& Marvin Turkanis).

On August 25, 1998 private interviews were held with two of the NPI service engineers
who participated in the June 24-25, 1998 mirror adjustments.. On various dates (8/26/98, 8/27/98,
8/28/98 & 9/11/98) telephone interviews were held with Mr. Turkanis and all three NPI engineers
who participated in the June 24-25, 1998 mirror adjustments. Individual engineer accounts of
activities conducted varied in the following areas:

1. Who conducted what activities and length of time of those activities?

Discussion: One engineer conducted 70 % (not the overexposed individual) of the mirror
adjustments and the other two engineers time of activity significantly varied. The engineer who
did most of the adjustments stated that he kept his whole body dose low by not standing in the
radiation beam. The other two engineers specifically stated that the work could not be done
unless standing directly in the beam of radiation. The number of mirror adjustments conducted
varied from 11 to 20. The amount of time (worst case) for each mirror adjustment varied from 1
minute to 3 minutes.

2. How many mirror adjustments were conducted?

Discussion: The number of mirror adjustments done varied from 11 to 20.

3. Who was wearing what dosimetry and when?

,,,:Discussion: One engineer indicated that all engineers were wearing all dosimetry in accordance
.with the licensee's operating procedures. All engineers admitted that wrist SRDs were removed

prior to mirror adjustments. One engineer stated that he was not wearing any whole body SRD
during the mirror adjustments. Two engineers stated that when they were wearing wrist SRDs
they were in the 500 mRem and one Rem range. Whole body SRDs (when worn) were at chest
level by two of the engineers and at waist level by the third engineer. Whole body TLDs were
worn at the waist by two engineers and at chest level by the engineer that was overexposed.

4. When were the SRDs read?

Discussion: Two of the engineers did not specifically recall, however the individual who was
responsible for the recording of the SRD doses recalls that the doses, were recorded on NPI's
service sheet before the mirror adjustments began. He further indicated that users whole body
SRDs were again checked at the end of the mirror servicing (but not recorded), however, as
already noted at least one engineer was not wearing any SRDs at that time.

On September2, 1998, at about 1030 hours, at NPI's Dickerson facility, RHP inspection
staff (Carl E. Trump, Jr, Leon Rachuba, and Ray Manley) participated in a live source evaluation
of doses rates from a Toshiba Head when the source drawer is pulled out at various distances.
This reenactment was authorized by RHP in an August 31, 1998 letter to NPI, on a one-time basis,
pursuant to an August 26, 1998 request by NPI. NPI outlined their purpose for the reenactment in a

- f..



attached document called "Special Outline of Dose Measurement Experiment-Toshiba. Surveys were
taken by NPI with various survey meters (attached) with the source drawer pulled out from the "in"
position at measured distances and with the source in both the up position and the down position. The
licensee matrix of dose rates is attached. The reenactment source was approximately one-hundredth of
the source strength of the one in Florida. NPI management appeared to be surprised regarding the level
of increase in dose rate as the source drawer was pulled. Results of these surveys appear to indicate
that there is a substantial increase in dose rate for each inch that the source drawer is moved away from
the "in" position. Given the times that engineers were involved with the mirror adjustment, it appears
that somewhere between 3-4 inches (source drawer pulled) there exists a sufficient dose rate to have
caused the employee overexposure.

NPI submitted a summary report of their investigation of the overexposure on September
8, 1998. This report defined NPI's evaluation of licensed activities conducted at Sinai Hospital in
Miami Beach, Florida on June 25-26, 1998. Those activities included the multiple adjustments of
a mirror assembly by NPI engineers on a Toshiba teletherapy unit while the source drawer was in
a partially pulled out position. The report confirmed the NPI activities cpnducted on the above
dates resulted in an unusual and increased occupational exposure, but it could not confirm that the
overexposure was entirely from those activities.

Inspector discussions regarding concerns and alleged violations can be found in the
attached document memo to Carl E. Trump, Jr. titled "Proposed NPI violations resultant from
RHP investigation of the June 1998 Employee overexposure."

] -



MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
AIR & RADIATION MANAGEMENT ADMINSTRATION

Radiological Health Program

MEMORANDUM

TO: Carl E. Trump, Jr.

FROM: Ray Manley

DATE: September 15, 1998

SUBJECT: PROPOSED NPI VIOLATIONS RESULTANT FROM RHP
INVESTIGATION OF THE JUNE 1998 EMPLOYEE OVEREXPOSURE

1. Violation of Section D.201(a)(1) titled, Occupational Dose Limits for Adults" (one
violation)

DISCUSSION

D.201(a) requires that NPI control the occupational dose to individual adults, except for
planned exposures pursuant to D.206, to an annual limit of 5 Rem or less.

On June 25-26, 1998 the licensee failed to control the occupational dose to a teletherapy
service engineer while he conducted activities under NPI's MD-31-025-03 license. This
engineer was exchanging and servicing a teletherapy device at a hospital in-Miami Beach
Florida. The service engineer received a whole body TEDE TLD radiation exposure dose of
7.078 Rem. N/C

2. Violations of Section D.501 titled, "Surveys and Monitoring" (two violations for two
days.)

DISCUSSION

Section D.501requires that a licensee make, or cause to be made, surveys that are
necessary under the circumstances to evaluate radiation levels. A NPI occupational
worker received an overexposure while conducting an unusual licensed activity (multiple
mirror adjustments of a teletherapy unit) at Sinai Hospital of Miami Beach Florida.
Specifically, the engineer's needed to access a set screw on the source draw to allow the



adjustment of the mirror alignment for the unit's light field. This required the moving (15-
20 times) of the teletherapy source drawer distances away from its shielded position thus
creating substantial and significant increased dose rates. Even after a conference with NPI
management (Mary Turkanis) and other experienced NPI service personnel, the on-site
engineers failed to conduct adequate surveys with their meter to evaluate the hazard
(increased dose rate or accurate definition of collimation of source of radiation). N/C This
failure to adequately survey occurred on both 6/25/98 and 6/26/98. Dale Repp did
conduct one survey with the source drawer in its fully "in" position (250 mR/hr) but NPI
failed to evaluate any dose rates during those portions of the mirror adjustment service
while the source drawer was not into the fully "in" position. The September 2, 1998
reenactment at NPI showed significant increases of dose rate when the drawer was pulled
for the mirror adjustment(e.g. face of plug hole with source drawer pulled 2.5 in. = 20
R/hr, face of plug hole with source drawer pulled 3 in. = 35 R/hr, face of plug hole with
source drawer pulled 4 in. = 250 R/hr) note: Mary Tarkanis indicated that high dose
rates and resultant hazards were not discussed or considered likely during his talks with
Mr. Repp regarding the mirror adjustment. A survey was conducted on the source
drawer, when not in the fully "in" position, by the clients (Sinai's) RSO, which indicated a
significantly high dose rate (2-3 R/hr at 24 inches). NPI personnel apparently chose to
disregard this survey. Even during NPI management follow-up evaluations of this event,
the client's RSO survey was considered probably inaccurate. During a 9/11/98 telephone
interview with RHP, the job supervisor stated his view that all engineers were aware of the
increased dose rates (This becomes NPI's justification as to why the engineers would only
pull out the drawer a maximum of 2.5 inches). However, it appears that, if indeed there
was knowledge of the increased hazard, it was not discussed with NPI management,
proper dosimity was not worn, dosimetry location on the engineer's body was not
appropriately changed, surveys by other entities were disregarded and most importantly no
additional surveys were conducted by NPI personnel to evaluate the hazard.

Furthermore, and of separate issue, if the NPI engineers were aware of the increased
hazard of the work with the mirror (note: one engineer's extremity dose was estimated to
be 4 Rem onsite) NPI's management should have been notified and under D.501, all
badges immediately processed. N/C Note one engineer claims that he requested that the
NPI dosimitrist immediately process all badges. The dosimitrist denies that this request
was made.

3. Violation of Section D.1202 (b) titled, "Notification of Incidents-Twenty-Four Hour
Notification" (one violation 9 days)

DISCUSSION

Section D. 1202 (b) requires licensees to notify RHP in writing, for each event involving
the loss of control of a licensed source of radiation that may have caused, or threatens to
cause, an individual to receive in a period of 24 hours, a total effective dose equivalent
(TEDE) exceeding 0.05 Sv.(5 Rem). On June 25-26, 1998 NPI lost control of a source of
radiation which caused an NPI employee overexposure exceeding 0.05 Sv. (5 Rem).
NPI's TLD processor Thermo Nutech (NVLAP approved) called NPI's facility, and



because the dosimetry clerk was on vacation, reported on August 7, 1998, to NPI's
receptionist, that a NPI employee's whole body radiation exposure exceeded regulatory
limits. Due to a breakdown in communication between the receptionist, the dosimetrist,
and NPI management, NPI management did not become aware of the overexposure till
August 16, 1998. NPI failed to report this overexposure to RHP until August 17, 1998 a
period of 10 days after a representative of the licensee became aware. N/C

4. Violation of Section D.502 titled, "Conditions Requiring Individual Monitoring of
External and Internal Occupational Dose"(occurrences-2 persons for 2 days)

DISCUSSION

Section D.502 requires that a licensee monitor exposures from sources of radiation at
levels sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the occupational dose limits of Part D.
Pursuant to NPI's failure to conduct adequate radiation surveys during the mirror
adjustments on June 25-26, 1998, the collimated radiation source beam was not defined.
As a result, two participating engineers whole body TLDs (monthly & quarterly) were
worn at belt level instead of mid chest level. The belt level TLDS were not worn in the
region of highest potential exposure. N/C

5. Violation of Section C.31(c) titled, "Specific Terms and Conditions of License", License
Condition #14 & #17. (7 violations some for two days and some for multiple
individuals)

DISCUSSION

Section C.31 (c) requires each person licensed by the Agency to confine use of the licensed
material to purposes authorized in the license. NPI's specific license condition 414
requires NPI to follow their Specification P-9 titled, "Procedures for Source Transfer,
Maintenance, and Service Associated with Teletherapy Devices" as revised March 29,
1990. License condition #17 is the license tie down and incorporates NPI Specification P-
9 revision 2 with Table I and Appendices I through IX. NPI's specification P-9 dated
March 29, 1990 specifies the minimum dosimetry to be worn by each member of the
installation team. That dosimetry is:

a. A direct reading integrating dosimeter capable of measuring at least 200 mR in at least
5 mR increments, as a whole body dosimeter;

b. A direct reading, integrating dosimeter capable of indicating at least 1 R, as a whole
body dosimeter;

c. Two TLD personal dosimeters (monthly and quarterly);

d. A TLD personnel dosimeter for each wrist;



e. A direct reading, integrating dosimeter on each wrist, capable of measuring at least 10
R; and

f. An audible personnel monitor (chirper)

On 6/25/98 during the source transfers (old source removed new source installed) two of
the service engineers (by interview) wore only one whole, body SRD. This is contrary to
the licensee's procedures that require the wearing of two whole body SRDs (low range
and high range). N/C The P-9 procedure clearly requires that SRDs of team members be
last read and recorded after the service engineers replace the cover plates, collimators,
retainer, etc., performing maintenance as appropriate. The activity involving the
adjustment of the mirror clearly falls into this category. Following the source transfer and
prior to the mirror adjustment one of the engineers removed his whole body SRD. This
obviously would not allow for final reading of the SRD following mirror adjustment.
N/C Following the source transfer and prior to the mirror adjustment all three engineers
removed their wrist SRDs.. This obviously would not allow for final reading of those'
wrist SRDs following mirror adjustment. NPI engineers supported the removal of the
wrist SRDs because of the confined area of the plug hole. However, if adequate
preliminary surveys of the hazard had been conducted NPI engineers would have been
aware that ring TLDs could have been used and immediately processed. N/C One
engineer stated that when he wore the wrists he wore a 1 R SRD on his left wrist and a
500 mRem SRD on his right wrist. The licensee's P-9 procedure requires the wearing of
2 wrist SRDs capable of measuring 10 R. N/C

As previously indicated the P-9 procedure clearly requires that SRDs of team members be
last read and recorded after the service engineers replace the cover plates, collimators,
retainer, etc., performing maintenance as appropriate. The activity involving the
adjustment of the mirror clearly falls into this category. The senior engineer on site
admitted that whole body SRDs were last recorded following the source exchange and
prior to the mirror adjustment. N/C That engineer stated that following the mirror
adjustments the other engineers indicated that there was no change in their SRD results.
This fact was not recorded at the time. (Note one of the service engineers, by admission,
failed to wear a whole body SRD during the mirror adjustments so therefore it could not
have been read following the mirror adjustment)

NPI's P-9 procedures require the recording of whole body SRDs results. Those results
are recorded onNPI's teletherapy "Notice Form". On that form whole body SRDs are
identified numerically to the individual being monitored. The form specific to the 6/25-
26/98 Sinai teletherapy source replacement -shows two users wearing the identical number
SRD and with the identical mRem reading. This represents at least a monitoring
documentation error by the licensee. N/C Of specific concern is that the whole body
SRD record in question apparently involves an individual who by interview participated in
the mirror adjustment for a period of time almost two times greater than the overexposed
individual. Also that individuals TLDs were located at the waist and out of the major
collimated beam.

*ii)



NPI's 03 license application documentation requires training in licensed activities by
installers. Two of the three service installers were not aware of requirements in NPI
procedure P-9. N/C Specifically, certain installers were unaware

a. That whole body SRDs were required to be woi'n till completion of all unit
maintenance;

b. That two whole body SRDs were required to be worn (low range and high range)
during teletherapy exchanges.

c. That wrist SRDs should have a range up to 10 R;

d. That whole body SRD readings were required to be recorded following maintenance
as appropriate.

e. If knowledge of increased hazard due to radiation was suspected that knowledge
should have been verbally transmitted to NPI's RSO.

f. Of the need to conduct radiation surveys to evaluate the hazard of special or unusual
working circumstances.

OUTSTANDING OR REMAINING CONCERNS:

1•: NPI's evaluation still allows the supposition that the nature of the incident resulting in the
overexposure is still not entirely known. If this is true than some unknown condition may
still exist during NPI source transfers or other licensed activities which may result in
significant doses to their occupational workers.

2. NPI (Bob Alexander) has submitted an evaluation of EDE with weighting factors of less than
one. If, folloWing evaluation by RHP and NRC, this method is technically sufficient and
based on appropriately substantiated licensee reenactment information, the exposed
individuals dose may need to be modified.

3. Neither NPI nor the Florida Hospital has a copy of the SS&D sheet for the Toshiba device
being serviced. NPI personnel indicated that at least the lighting assembly had been replaced
from the. original unit. The light or potentially other systems may not be SS&D sheet
specified.

4. One of the problems encountered by the NPI service engineers while adjusting the mirror
was the potential failure of QA/QC for the mirror orientation while at the NPI facility.

5. Potential overexposure of other NPI engineers on site (whole body, extremity or eye dose).

6. Assurance by NPI that the potential for a similar incident does not currently exist.



STATE OF MARYLAND
DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CALL (8/1,9/98 addendum)

DATE: 8/17/98

TIME: about 1508 hours

INCOMING CALL: yes

OUTGOING CALL:

MI)E PERSON TALKING: Ray Manley

PERSON TALKED TO: Marvin Turkanis

AFFILIATION OF PERSON: Vice President and Radiation Safety Officer of the Neutron Products
Inc. (NPI) teletherapy servicing license MD-31-025-03

ESSENCE OF CONVERSATION: Mr. Turkanis called to report [in accordance with COMAR
26.12.01.01 Section D.1202 (b)] a radiation wholebody overexposure. On 8/17/98 at 0930 hours, Mr.
Turkanis became aware that a NPI radiation occupational worker (teletherapy service engineer)
received a June 1998 monthly TLD whole body exposure of 7078 milliRem and a quarterly TLD
whole body exposure of 6513 milliRem (mRem). Both of these exposures exceed that 5000 mRem
whole body annual occupational limit. Extremity radiation exposures were also very high (12,267
mRem left wrist, 4133 mRem right wrist), but did not exceed the annual extremity exposure limit of
50,000 mRem. Pursuant to this exposure, this service engineer has been removed from all duties:that
might result in additional occupational dose for 1998. The licensee is currently evaluating all activities
conducted by this individual during June 1998. His duties in June 1998 have included a source
replacement and source exchange in Florida, an irradiator source installation in Germany and general
work in the NPI Limited, Access Area (LAA). The licensee has not yet determined how the
overexposure occurred. Mr. Turkanis was reminded of the initial 24 hour written notification
requirement with the 30 day written follow-up when more information is known. I informed Mr.
Turkanis that RHP management would be informed and that R.HP staff would need to visit the facility
to conduct an in-depth investigation..

FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED: RHP investigation

PERSON NOTIFIED: Roland G.

SIGNATURE:

ADDENDUM: This event was called into NRC Operations Center on 8/19/98 at about



1300 hours (301) 816-5151. The event was reported pursuant to 10 CFR 20.2202 (b)(1)(i)
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.neUTRon PRODUCTS inc
2230! Aft. Ephraizr Road

PO. Box 68.
•A Dickerson, Mlaryland20842 USA

Y .,--_ - .. 301-349-5001 FAX: 301-349-5007

- ,-J PROGRA' August 17, 1998

Mr. Roland G. Fletcher
Environmental Manager
Radiological Health Program
Maryland Department of the Environment
2500 Broening Highway
Baltimore, Maryland 21224

Attn: .Mr. Carl Trump

VIA FAX: 410/631-3198

Re: License MD-31-025-03

Dear Mr. Fletcher:

This is to confirm my oral report of this 'afternoon to Mr. Ray Manley of an
apparent occupational over-exposure of Neutron's employee number 13.

Employee number 13's monthly TLD for June 1998 and quarterly TLD for the period
of April to June 1998 were reported to be 7,078 and 6,513 mr respectively. In
addition, his left and right wrist TLDs for the month of June were reported to
be 12,267 -and 4,133 mr, respectively.

The monthly TLD for June and quarterly TLD for the period of April to June 1998
were submitted to our service on July 10; the report was received by the service
company on July 16; an oral report was received at Neutron Products on August 7;
the written report was received at Neutron during the week of August 10; the
report was reviewed by the dosimetry clerk early on Monday, August 17, when she
returned from vacation, and the results were immediately reported to the
individual and the RSOs of Neutron's MD-31-025-01 and MD-31-025-03 licenses.

As RSO of Neutron's MD-31-025-03 license, I immediately began an investigation
and determined that employee number 13 was involved in one teletherapy source
exchange, one teletherapy source removal-, one radiation processing source
installation, and had entered the LAA several times to perform routine operations
that did not involve radioactive material in June.



Mr. Roland G. Fletcher
Environmental Manager
Radiological Health Program
Maryland Department of the Environment
Page 2 August 17, 1998

The apparent overexposure was also the evaluated by a 3 hour meeting of Neutron's
Radiation Safety Committee meeting which started at approximately noon on Monday,
August 17, 1998.

Employee number 13 reports that he wore three (3) SRDs and an alarming dosimeter
at both the teletherapy source exchange and the removal. This is confirmed by
the recollection of the second person on each job. Employee number 13's highest
whole body and right wrist SRD reading were 160 and 400 mr and 20 and 70 mr,
respectively for the teletherapy source replacement and teletherapy source
removal, per the recordings made at the time.

The highest whole body and wrist SRD readings of the second person at the
teletherapy source exchange and teletherapy source removal were 50 and 95 mr, and
30 and 80 mr, respectively, for the exchange and removal.

Based on his recording of his SRD readings on entering and leaving the LAA, there
having been no unusual exposure levels in the LAA in June and the exposures of
those who normally work in the LAA, there is no basis for his activity in the LAA
explaining the apparent overexposure.

Based on the TLD exposure reading of an other employee who was with employee
number 13 at all times during the radiation processing source installation when
he could have received the exposure indicated by his badges, employee 13 did not
receive the apparent exposure during this project.

Employee number 13 reports that he always keeps his TLDs with him and that he has
no conception how they could have received the reported exposure. He also has
no explanation on why the reported exposure on the left wrist TLD should be
higher than that on his right wrist TLD, since he is right handed.

Based on Neutron's standing instructions, Neutron's TLD service called Neutron
on August 7 to report employee number 13 exposure. When the dosimetry clerk was
not available, they left a message with Neutron's receptionist. When Neutron's
dosimetry clerk called for her messages, she was told that all of the reported
exposures were for those who had participated in the hot cell cleanup. However,
employee number 13 exposure from his participation in the hot cell cleanup was
in July.

neIUTRon PRODUCTS inc



Mr. Roland G. Fletcher
Environmental Manager
Radiological Health Program
Maryland Department of the Environment
Page 3 August 17, 1998

Since several TLDs indicate either an overexposure or higher than anticipated
exposures, it is reasonable to attribute the apparent exposure to a real
exposure. However, at this time, we can not find a explanation for the cause of
the apparent overexposure.

Employee number 13 is identified in Attachment I, which we request be treated as
confidential information.

Neutron is treating this apparent overexposure as a actual overexposure and
has taken the following actions:

-employee number 13 has been removed from all activities that
require radiation monitoring and is not authorized to enter the
LAA;,

-Neutron's TLD service will be given a list to whom all oral
reports are to be given; and,

- we are continuing to investigate and evaluate the apparent over
exposure.

Please call me if you have any questions or recommendations.

Sincerely,

NEUTRON PRODUCTS, INC.

Marvin M. Turkanis

Vice President

Enclosure

MWT/afc

neliiRon PRODUCTS inc



Subject: Investigation NPI overexposure

Location: 416 N. Fairfax Blvd in Ranson West Virginia

Date: August 25, 1998

Persons Present:

MDE: Raymond E. Manley (HP Lead) & Leon D. Rachuba (HIP Lead)

NPI: Jackson A. Ransohoff (President), Marvin Turkanis (V.P. & 03 RSO), Jeff
Williams (RSO of 01), Dale Repp (03 Service Engineer), Edward Koontz (03 Service
Engineer) & Edward DeRosa (Sales and 03 Service
Engineer)

Summary of investigation concern: On 8/17/98 NPI reported to RHP that a
teletherapy service engineer had received an overexposure (7 Rem) from NPI conducted
activities in June 1998. NPI suspects that of those activities conducted by the engineer
while adjusting- an internal Toshiba Head mirror for field of view on 6/25/98 may have
resulted in the overexposure. The activities were pursuant to a source exchange at a
hospital in Miami Beach. NPI was to evaluate this potential for exposure with a Toshiba
device (without source) located at the Ransom facility and make available for RHP
interview NPI personnel involved. The Toshiba head (RCR-120C3) and the source
drawer were slightly different than the ones used at the hospital. Note: One of the three
NPI service engineers Tom Baugher was scheduled to participate but was unable to
attend due to a last minute doctor's appointment.

Details of potential site for the overexposure:

1. Mount Sinai Medical Center of Greater Miami, Inc., 4300 Alton Road, Miami Beach
Florida 33140.

.2. Florida license # 64-12 (note: the license authorizes possession of the Toshiba
Teletherapy device).

3. Toshiba Head model was RCR-5C, activity of source installed 5810. curies, Catalog #
NPI-15-6000W, Model NPTT-Series, s/n T1451, calibration date 6/1/98.

4. Site contacts: Mr. Brain Keller (305)535-3440 & Thomas McCloud (305)-535-2457
5. Date of exchange June 25, 1998.

Details of source exchange reenactment (without source) and general
comments and statements by NPI:

1. NPI demonstrated the general activity of the source plug removal, transfer plate
.alignments (NPI described that they had modified a Toshiba transfer tube to
incorporate more lead and keep to doses to installers lower), and methodology of



source drawer removal. No unusual events occurred during the removal of the old
source or transfer into the head of the new source. Specifically, there were no
occurrences of any source hang-up during the transfer. The source transfer was
conducted very low to the ground to keep the assembly level with the transfer dolly.

2. NPI engineers did note that the light assembly used to generate the initial source of
light, for the optical lens and mirror was not the original manufacturers design (Dale
Repp stated of NPI design), but had been installed at some unknown time by either
NPI or Toshiba personnel (they were not sure which).

3. The engineers' indicated that there was a room radiation monitor, but did not recall
when or if it visually alarmed. The alarm set point was 3 mR/hr.

4. Mr. Repp described the dosimetry worn by NPI service engineer's during source
transfers as two whole body SRDs worn in the shirt pocket (of variable ranges from
200 mRem to 10 Rem), monthly and quarterly whole body TLDs worn at either the
mid shirt level or on the belt, a wrist TLD for each hand, and two wrist SRDs
(variable ranges between 500 mRem to 5 Rem, and a Xetex electronic dosimeter on
the belt. He stated that all SRDs are zeroed prior to the beginning of the source
exchange.

5. An unshielded cobalt-60 source of this activity would. have a dose of approximately
6000 R/hr at one meter.

6. During the source transfers a meter and chirper were placed 90 degrees (to side of
source transfer assembly) into the area which would have the highest dose-rate during
the source transfer.

7. When the plug is removed from the plug hole and the source drawer is fully in place
the dose-rate at the entrance to the cavity is about 80 mR/hr and 250 mR/hr in the
plug hole cavity.

8. Following the source transfer NPI engineers had difficulty aligning the light with the
lens and the mirror located on the, source drawer.

9. The NPI engineers made between 15-20 attempts at adjusting the light field before
specificationswere met. Possible reasons why this adjustment took so long were 1.
The light system in the Toshiba Head was not the original system (described by Mr.
Repp as Rube Goldberg) 2. The mirror assembly on the source drawer was out of the
specified alignment and needed multiple adjustments. 3. The lens assembly had been
incorrectly installed (180 degrees rotated) prior to mirror adjustment. (note Mr. Repp
absolutely denies this reason). This light field adjustment involved pulling the source
drawer out of its fully shielded position to a minimum distance of 2.5 inches. The
adjustment processinvolved pulling the source drawer, rotating the source drawer
180 degrees to source down position, loosening an allen screw, adjustingthe mirror
assembly on the source drawer, tightening the allen screw, rotating the source drawer



180 degrees to source up position and restoring the source drawer to its fully shielded
position. Each one of these adjustments took a maximum of 1 minute.

10. Mr. Repp indicated that following initial concerns by the NPI engineers regarding the
mirror adjustment, he called and spoke to the NPI 03 RSO Mr. Turkanis. Under Mr.
Turkanis' s instruction he telephoned other NPI source installer who had experience
with the mirror adjustment on Toshiba units (George Brown & Richar-d Tanker). Mr.
Turkanis indicated that during this phone calihe was not made aware of any •,!
additional radiation exposure hazards.

11. Mr. Repp stated that the engineers had removed their wrist SRDs prior to these
adjustments because of the small diameter of the plug hole and the inability to get
their hands into the plug hole while wearing the SRDs.

12. Mr. Repp estimated that Tom Baugher performed most of the mirror adjustments. He
estimated that Mr. Baugher conducted 70% of the adjustment work and he conducted
30%. Mr. Koontz indicated that he conducted only the last adjustment.

13. Mr. Repp estimated that the average whole body dose to individuals conducting a
source exchange is 50-60 moRem.

14. During the mirror adjustments the hospital's RSO (Tom McCloud) conducted
radiation surveys of the plug hole with a Victoreen model 450 digital/analog survey
meter. He surveyed a dose rate of 2-3 R/hr at 24 inches from the plug hole. His
meter either had problems or went off scale (>50 R/hr) when he put the detector into
the plug hole. NPI engineers and management (Mr. Tarkanis) feels that these.
measurements were in error.

15. Discussions regarding NPI's failure to report the exposure within 24 hours of their
knowledge of the event was discussed. Mr. Williams indicated that TLD
manufacturer (Thermo-NuTech ) reported the overexposure to the NPI receptionist on
8/7/98. She left a note of the results for NPI's dosimetrist. The results Were not
communicated to NPI management until 8/16/98 because the dosimetrist was on
vacation. Jack Ransohoff indicated that they had remedied this communication lapse
by discussions with the TLD manufacturer. The manufacturer now has a NPI
management call down list and is to fax the results to all those individuals on the list
(i.e. Jeff Williams, Jack Ransohoff & Marvin Turkanis).

16. NPI personnel indicated their belief that the pulling of the source drawer during the
mirror adjustments would not create a significant dose rate. NPI indicated that a
reenactment with a live source would probably be needed to confirm increased dose
rates.

17. Other activities conducted by the NPI engineer who received the whole body
overexposure during June 1998 were:



a. A source removal immediately following the source exchange in Florida. (6/26/98
North Miami Beach Cancer Care Center, Ltd., 125 North Miami Beach Florida)

b. A radiation processing source installation in Germany. (612-13, 1998 Biersdorf,
Hamburg Germany)

c. Routine work in the LAA.(6/3/98 during hot cell cleanup-on May's TLD)

Each of these activities were examined and neither the installer nor any NPI
personnel see a potential dose rate sufficient to have caused the overexposure.

RHP concerns given to NPI

1. Importance of knowing during what activity the overexposure occurred.

2. Were any other engineers overexposed during the activity in question• (note: two of
the engineers were wearing their whole TLDs outside of the collimated beam of
radiation) concerned with whole body, extremity and eye dose

3. What type of QA/QC do the mirrors with source drawers get at NPI 's facility.

4. Discrepancies on the readings and numbering of whole body SRD results on the NPI
Sinai engineering report. (note: both Ed Koontz's and Tom Baugher's whole body
SRD are the same number and the same reported dose & Dale Repp's estimated dose
for Tom Baugher's extremity was 4000 mRem.

5. NPI engineers wearing whole body dosimetry outside of the beam of radiation.
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Marvin H., Turkanns-.-

RE, Teletherapy Notice for Salick Health CareInc.
North Miami Beach Cancer Care, Ltd.

]IIK &J-JJ"L'l&Rit u.isk sui' ~sasphano uonuoirontion of thio morning~, wnLl-1;1wr ;waf'~~
of Neutron Products Teletherapy Notice for the removal at Salick Health
Care,Inc., North Miami Seach Cancer-Care, -Ltd.

ýI left a message on voice mail that I have not found a copy of the S&D
egi~tb LionI) foi: the Toshiba teletherapy unit, but have a copy of a 14 page sales

brochuLLu x: Lh, RCR 120 i,•wiea unit, vintage 1073.

If you hav6 any questiahs, please do not hecitato to contact us.
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Sold to Cdneigne.

Salick Health Care. Inc.
North Miami Beach.canac•tr Care, Ltd.
125 N.E. 168 Street
North Miami. Beach, FL 33169

Reciprocity Required: State /X/ NRC / /
IX/ Approval for return source required:

No / / Received
Requested.5/13 1 --- Raceivod

SOU=RCE REdVED: Catalog 4 NPI-15-7100W Model 4 -Nr-SerJas S/N T.Z= Manuf
Current curij; 20.30 ( 75ý Thq) Dato fZ4J original curies: 2M Date,

UNIT: Manufacturer IsJIib Model No. R9-120 Head Mode I S/N_

CuSt. License No. 223-1 Exnires 9/3010! An~nd& ft stitn.~. ok fnr ~flOfl
E i 9 0 A R SIu .11 ' ii

Whole Body Dosimeter
No. Reandin

Wrist Dosimeter
Installer

.. .. __-___ --"---'" . ~ ----- ._

Dale Repp 6 o 7

Tom Baugher

Contact Mr. Bri'n Keller Phone Q Notified Rein. Date 5/27/98 by Rg.

SCHX)L. RmwB MU!2M.-

Elevator: Type Capacity # Ceil. H. _ Load. Dock Yes / / No / /
•Rzp - Yes / / No./ I Length - Slope - Floor'Type - Covering req'd
NRC/State Officials Present: Yes / / No //

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Do nor need to pick up check.

*The unit components are to be
disposed of at Ranson, unless MfrT
or JAR approve otherwise.

BASED ON SALE INFORMATION:
Urit / / i•zi.,in W

/X/ should contain DU
/ / should not contain DU

BASED ON INSPECTION*:
Unit / / does not contain DU

/ / docs-contain DU

Customers license expires on 6/30/98 for this facility.
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T'1 Mr. Ray Manley
Maryland Department of Environment
Radiological Health Prograzu
Baltimore, HiD tTE:August 26, 1998

FAX. 410/631-3198 PAGES, 2

TRme Al (4<inn F. C1gy;~p&id fo ifawvin H. Turkanis

Rz;1 Te1eUicLacPy Natise for Salick Hoalth arej,Tnr,
ML. J± Comprehenrive Canmr Center, Miami Beach, FL

HESSA,

in aCCoraEaJnfl, wjlj Y& , ltua]rcittinn with HArvin K. TUr1p, enclosed
is a copy of Neutron products Teletherapy Notice for Sa.Lick Health C=-L,•111,

,ý Mt. Siani Comprehensive cancer Center, MHiai BUeh, FL.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

I
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Approved by: Date 4/30/.8 Rev.itsn/ta 7-s2gs031 2 /SIIZLIL4,.11I/lfA Page I of I
Ps.O. liv,/w~eemant datwd 0=529•14/,27/gJ LIC NtO. _ •,le

DfitribuLlto1l Pil, E), PDj1 JC, LU1, Ut N,' (M4I, 12/INV, R on, ,' 1' bwk

Sold to Consignee

S J,, Health Care. Ine.Mt. Siani Lrprehei, t ivib MqAcr,
Center
4300 Alton Rvyd
MiF- BP,',r1h-,-Th ý3140

? /A /X / ^pprov aY re ,,-ta- 
--Ml C Y& A i a

SOURCE INSTALLED: Catalog # NPI- AW Modal # mi-rT-efl " ,4A-51J
Curie s.P (W.i "q) Data 6101/ps Ouitput: PrCd 6.=4 Ieas $270 Date 6/011Y8

SDURK2 RJWIVED. Cqtibog p zw'-l3-6O8W Madel # &PEL9CJPeRj SIN T-ý-8j Manuf bM
LiL~~fl~l. AUL± (.L21ITRWI 11n~in V1,1192 orr;ralj in riv0 CW kz Date. iLI.Pf?

TNIT: Manufacturer Zohi Mode-i Nn-4E&=J C-ýHead Mu"l*I SIN

Ctst. License No. 64-12 Expires Tim]i filed Amend.# 29 Status ok foxr 800/zi

Whole Body Dosimeter Wrist DosimeterInstaller 4v. RIa1,ng ,rt. Dose

Ed EKoontz

Tom Baugher -____, .__.._____

Contact Mr. Brian Keller Phone 3051/35-3440 Notified Del. Date 5/27//9L by 5

8CMUM.E instal1 fi/.~98
9lcV'ator: T#pe - Capacity # ceil. N. __ Load. Dock Yes / I
Ramp w Yes/ N / I Length. .'B1opm Floor Typn
?mC/State Officials Present: Yes / / No / /

SPECIAL uJI,,. uElAY!I8U0

boverin& req'd -

ED KOOAT TZ
Licensed Source Handler
Service Engineer

neuTRon PRODUCTS mnc
22301 Mi. Ephraim Road PO. Box 68

Dickerson, Aarvand 20842, USA

301"349.5001
PCdv:?n, -,,,,



Digital/Anplog Survey Met -

a Wide Range: 0-5 mR/hr to 0-50 R/hr
5 auto-ranging scales.

* Ion chamber detector.
' "Freeze" action display

* Lightweight-only 22 oz.

This innovative instrument features the proven characteris-
tics of an ion chamber detector plus the latest CMOS micro-
processor technology aid liquid crystal displays. Operation is
simple. The only controls are an ON/OFF button and a
FREEZE button.
The display is unique. It offers both a 101-element analog bar
graph, fully labelled with scale digits, and a digital readout
that includes the proper units of measurement. The bar graph
has a faster time constant than the digital display, making the
instrument ideal for surveys.
The FREEZE button is a special feature that allows the unit
to remember and indicate the highest dose rate from the time
the freeze mode is selected. This permits placing the survey
meter in a potentially high radiation area and determining the
maximum value that it sees.
To guard against a battery-related failure, a "Low-Battery"
condition isdisplayed continuously when a battery change is
needed.

Specifications

Radiation Detected: Alpha above 4 MeV; Beta above 100 keV; Gamma
above 7 keV.-ý,e:.
Operating Ranges: 0-5 mR/hr or 0-50 pxSv/hr.
0-50 mR/hr or 0-500 pSv/hr. 0-500 mR/hr or 0-5 mSv/hr.
0-5 R/hr or 0-50 mSvthr. 0-50 R/hr or 0-500 mSv/hr.
Accuracy: Within 10% of full scale, exclusive of energy response.
Detector: Alt ion chamber; volume 200 cc.
Display: Analog/Digital LCD.
Analog: 101-element bar graph, 21/2" long.
Digital: ¼" high. Units of measurement are indicated at all times. "Low
Battery" and "Freeze" messages show the instrument's operating
condition.
Controls: ON/OFF and FREEZE pushbutton switches.
Automatic Features: Auto-ranging and auto-zeroing.
Time Response: Range Time Constant (sec.)

0-5 mR/hr 16.0
0-50 mR/hr 6.4
0-500 mR/hr. 1.6
0-5 R/hr. 1.6
0-50 R/hr. 0.8

Precision: Within 5% of full scale.
Power: Two 9V transistor cells. Operating life 200 hours continu-
ously on new batteries.
Warm-Up Time: Less than one minute.
Environmental Effects: Temperature range - 20° to + 50* C.
Humidity range 0 to 100%. Instrument is moisture-proof. Negligible
geotropism.
Size: 4" wide x 8" long x 6" high. Net 22 oz.

05-754 Digital/Analog Survey Meter .................... $795.00

Minimum Order is $25.00.

We are required to collect the state sales tax on equipment shipped
to New York. It you are exempt from thistax or pay it direct to the
state, we need your certificate.

28
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e-mtZai niesrPnrond@emb.com

August 26, 1998

Mr. Roland G. Fletcher
Environmental Manager
Radiological Health Program
Maryland Department of the Environment
2500 Broening Highway
Baltimore, Maryland 21224

Attnt Hr. Carl Trump

VIA FAX, 410/631-3198

Re, License MD-31-025-01
Apparent Occupational Over-Exposure of Neutron's employee number 13

Dear Mr. Fletchers

This is to request the temporary authorization to possess a Toshiba teletherapy
head with a collimator and a single encapsulated, low intensity cobalt-60
teletherapy source in the LAA for the purpose of obtaining radiation measurements
to be used in the investigation of the referenced exposure on the most
expeditious schedule.

The int#nsity of the source used in the test is approximately 60 RHM, which is
approximately 1/100th the intensity uf the cource whirh wos installed in the
Toshiba head. This will allow for maximizing-the number of dose rate measurements
with a minimum of personnel exposure, and the subsequent ratioing of the measured
intensity to those which occurred during the source transfer and servicing of the
unit.

The only significant personnel exposure will be in loading and unloading the head
which, is estimated to be approximately 50 man-mr. No significant personnel
tlposur6 is axperted in making the measurements.

Use of a single encapsulated source is requested on the basis of ALARA, since the
length of the source capsule that fits in the Toshiba source holder is
approximately the same as the length of Neutron's standard once encapsulated
teletherapy source. Fabrication of a double encapsulated source in a capsule
that fits the Toshiba unit would requireý removing the bare cobalt-6e from an
existing source and reencapsula.ion in a capsule that fits the Toshiba unit, with
an associated higher occupational dose.



Mr. Roland G. Fletcher
Environmental Manager
Radiological Health Program
Maryland Department of the Environment
Page 2 Aagust 26, 1998

The source will be removed from the Toshiba head and returned to storage after
the investigation is complete.

If you have any questions or problems, please call me.

Your most expeditious response is requested.

Sincerely,

NEUTRON PRODUCTS, INC.

Marvin H. P,,rkAnls

Vice President

HW/afc

neumnon pRODUCTS inc



STATE OF MARYLAND
•DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT

RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CALL

DATE: 8/27/98

TIME: about 1400 hours

INCOMING CALL:

OUTGOING CALL: yes

MDE PERSON TALKING: Ray Manley

PERSON TALKED TO: Tom McCloud

AFFILIATION OF PERSON: Radiation Safety Officer Sinai Hospital in Miami Beach Florida

ESSENCE OF CONVERSATION: I called Mr. McCloud (305-674-2457) to discuss the NPI
source exchange in June 1998. Mr. Cloud indicated that the teletherapy physicist became apprehensive
regarding the problems that NPI was having with the device and asked him to evaluate the situation.
Mr. McCloud used a calibrated (1/98) Victoreen 450 survey meter and conducted a radiation survey
approximately 24 inches from the face of the plughole. The NPI service personnel informed him that
the source drawer was in the position for adjustment of the mirror assembly. The dose rate at this
position was 2-3 R/hr. A survey inside of the plughole (best fit of ion chamber) was off scale and
blinking. He is not sure if this was because the meter was off scale (>50 R/hr), or because of it being
between scales. A HP from his office (Paul Penny) conducted a similar survey with the same meter at a
later time and got a survey result of 250 mR/hr. He was informed that the source drawer might have
been in a different position during the second survey. Mr. McCloud stated that he has contacted the
Florida regulators in Tallahassee regarding the incident (Mike Stevens, Bill Pisetti, 850-487-2437).

FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED:

PERSON NOTIFIED:

SIGNATURE: '

•_.. ;-...., ... ,' . / 4• .",:.t"



MAR ,AND DEPARTMENT OF, Thý ENVIRONMENTM DE 2500 Broening Highway 0 Baltimore, Maryland 21224
(410) 631-3000.

Parris N. Glendening Jane T. Nishida
Governor AUG 31 1 998 Secretary

Marvin M. Turkanis, Vice President
Neutron Products, Inc. -(NPI).
22301 Mt. Epraim Road
P.O. Box 68
Dickerson, Maryland 20842

RE: Request for temporary
authorization to possess Toshiba
teletherapy head

Dear Mr. Turkanis:

This letter is in response to your August 26, 1998 written request for temporary
authorization to possess a Toshiba teletherapy head with a collimator and a single
encapsulated low intensity cobalt-60 teletherapy source in the Limited Access Area
"(LAA). The purpose of this request is to obtain radiation measurements for use in the on-
going investigation of the June 1998 occupational radiation over-exposure of a NPI
:employee.

Pursuant to the above, the Radiological Health Program (REP) will authorize NPI
-,to conduct this one time activity under your MD-31-025-01 license. Please arrange for
this evaluation to expeditiously occur in order for RHP staff to attend.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact Mr.
Raymond Manley or me at (410) 631-3302. You may also reach our office by dialing
toll-free at 1-800-633-6101 and requesting extension 3302.

Carl E. Trump, Jr., Program .. g
Radioactive Material Licensing, Inspection
and Compliance Division

CET/REMj~w

"Together We Can Clean Up"
TDD FOR THE DEAF (410) 631-3009



MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
AIR & RADIATION MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION

Radiological Health Pro~ram

MEMORANDUM

TO: Files MD-31-025-03

FROM: Ray Manley VCR

DATE: September 15, 1998

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF RHP INSPECTION STAFF PARTICIPATION IN THE
SEPTEMBER 2,1998 NPI TELETHERAPY OVEREXPOSURE REENACTMENT.

DATE: September 2, 1998
TIME: about 1030 hours to 1600 hours
LOCATION: NPI facility 22301 Mt. Ephraim Road, Dickerson, Maryland
PERSONS PARTICIPATING:

MDE/RHP: Carl E. Trump,,Jr., Leon Rachuba, Ray Manley

NPI: Marvin Turkanis, Jeff Williams, Ed Koontz, Jerry Fogle

NPI PRIVATE CONSULTANT: Robert Alexander

PURPOSE OF REENACTMENT:

In June 1998 a NPI service installer received a TLD whole body dose exceeding the regulatory
occupational dose limit. This dose was apparently received while conducting licensed activities during a
teletherapy source exchange at Sinai Hospital in Miami Beach. During this source exchange an
unusual occurrence required NPI installers to adjust the teletherapy source drawer mirror 15-20 times.
Each adjustment required the source drawer to be pulled out of the *fully "in" position. This

reenactment was designed to have a lower intensity source about 60 Ci in a Toshiba teletherapy head
similar the unit at the Sinai job and, under controlled conditions, have the source drawer pulled away
from the "in" position to varying distances. Surveys would be taken to determine if dose rates could
have been potentially high enough to cause the employee overexposure. Furthermore, using interviews
with employees regarding time and distances during activities, to reconstruct exposure to engineers
(whole body, extremity, and eye).

(9I.



DETAILS:

1. This reenactment was authorized by RHP in a 8/31/98 letter to NPI, on a one time basis, pursuant
to an August 31, 1998 by NPI.

2. NPI outlined their purpose for the reenactment in a attached document called "Special Outline of
Dose Measurement Experiment-Toshiba.

3. Personal dosimetry of all participants were reviewed prior to the pulling of the drawer and deemed
adequate.

4. Surveys were taken by NPI with various survey meters (attached) with the source drawer pulled
out from the "in" position at measured distances and with the source in both the up position and
the down position. The licensee matrix of dose rates is attached.

5. An array of TLDs were set up with the drawer in its 2.5 inch position (source up) position at one
foot away from the source plug. Total exposure to be 4 hours.

6. The reenactment source is approximately one-hundredth of the source strength of the one in
Florida.

7. NPI indicated that mirror adjustment would no longer be a factor for teletherapy exchanges
,because they, in the future will only used those source drawers that have the mirror in a fixed
position.

8. Bob Alexander requested that NPI, through him, request a use of EDE weighting factors less than
one. This request is based on the defined collimation of the radiation beam. He stated that if the
analysis could be validated the TEDE of the overexposure individual might need to be changed.

9. NPI management appeared to be surprised regarding the increase in dose rate as the source drawer
was pulled.

CONCLUSIONS:

1. There is a substantial increase in dose rate for each inch that the source drawer is moved away
from the "in" position.

2. Given the times that engineers were involved with the mirror adjustment, it appears that
somewhere between 3-4 inches (source drawer pulled) there exists a sufficient dose rate to have
caused the overexposure.

3. NPI through Mr. Alexander will use the survey results from this reenactment to attempt to
reconstruct actual doses (whole body, extremity, and eye) to establish whether additional
occupational limits have been exceeded.
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TM, Mr. Ray Manley DATEs September 3, 1998
Radiological Health Program
Maryland Department of the Environment
2500 Broening Highway
Baltimore, Maryland 21224

FAX, 410/631-3198 PAGES: 3

FROim Harvin H. Turkanis

REe License MD-31-025-03
Apparent Occupational Over-exposure of Neutron's employee number 13.

MESAGE:

Per your request, attached are copies of.

- my tabulation of the doseratesl and,

- the vertical doserate variation

which we measured yesterday.

All the source drawers are in the LAA and there is no one in the area. Dale and
I unsuccessfully looked for a drawing this afternoon. I will have the distance
from the centerline of the souroe to the end of the mirror measured tomorrow and
call you.
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Special Outline of Dose Measurement Experiment - Toshiba

September 2, 1998

SOURCE IN HDT CELL

Remove outer capsule of T-115, a 1.5 cm, 40 RHM telktherapy source;

Wipe test inner capsule and decontaminate as necessary;

Helium Leak test inner capsule;

Place inner capsule in an outer capsule "cup" to provide centering in the
source drawer;

Load in Toshiba head; and,

Wearing wrist TLDs, install source drawer fixing piece.

UNIT

Install and secure brass lead filled plug;

Perform general survey all around the head;

Suspend head using wire rope slings and/or chains from of the existing
handling points;

ey and acord dose rate in primary Deam definer;

Attach collimator;

Suspend head from fork lift tongs;

Brace forklift tongs 'with dunnage to prevent dropping of head in the event of
pneumatic failure;

Brace head so head can not move;

Measure the head leakage at the 18 points; and

Remove the brass lead filled plug.

Check dose rate in front of cavity to confirm that it can be surveyed safely.

Place 200 mr SRD in cavity for 10 minutes and read exposure.

With the source in its storage position, using the Lundlum 14C survey meter,
measure the dose rate at the face of the cavity, at 1' and 2' from the cavity.



With the source in its storage position, using the end window survey meter with
the window pointed to the cavity:

- measure the uniformity of the radiation emitted from the cavity;

- place a measuring stick on pipe holders with one end abutting
the source holder and level it in the center of the cavity;

- measure the dose rates along the measuring stick in 6" (15 cm)
increments to at least 3' (90 cm) from the cavity;

- move the measuring stick so that it intersects the highest
radiation level emitted from the cavity while maintaining one
and abutting the source holder and level; and

- measure the dose rates along the measuring stick in 6" (15 cm)
increments to at least 3' (90 cm) from the cavity;

Wearing wrist TLDs, if necessary, remove the source holder fixing piece, rotate
the source drawer so that the source window is at the top of the cavity, and
repeat the above measurement which are appropriate with the source withdrawn:

- 1 inch
-2 inch
- 3 inch
-4 inch

At each source position measure the dose rate at the face of the cavity, at 1'
and 2' from the cavity using the Lundlum 14C survey meter.

With the measuring stick 10" (25 cm) below the centerline with one end in the
plane of the end of the source holder and level, measure the dose rate in 6" (15
cm) increments up to 3' (90 cm) from the plane of the end of the source holder.

Try to map-the dose distribution from the cavity using film.

Map the dose distribution from the cavity using an array of TLDs.

Wearing wrist TLDs, if necessary, install the source holder fixing piece.
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September 8, 1998

Mr. Roland 0. Fletcher
Environmental Manager
Radiological Health Program
Maryland Depa wrnt of the, Environment
2500 Brocning Highway
Baltimore, Maryland 21224

Atn: Mr. Ray Manley

Re; Apparent Occupational over-exposure of Neutron Employee 13 CNE 13").
License MD-31-025-03

VIA FAX: 410/631-3198

Dear Mr. Fletcher:

We are writing to provide the 30 day written repurt of an apparent overexposure of NE13 as required
by Code of Maryland Regulations 26.12.01.01 titled "Regulations for Control of Ionizing Radiation",
Section D. 1203.

XECUTVE SUMMARY

Lax month Ncutron's r~c~iupivi lviived a telephone report from Its TLD badge provider advising
that an apparent overexposure of NE13 had occurred during the month of June, 1998. Errors in
internal communication delayed the notification of RHP and the initiation of our evaluation by about
ten days. at which point a preliminary evalation commenced. Although NE13 had engaged in a
number of 8Ativitii during June that could conceivably contribute to such in exposure, only one
activity appeared to be a likely cause, and it wau oaluated in considerable detail.

Tht U¶IMiV• MWili tlm =dThwii ur ii lcibderapy field service team, compriig amite experienced
source, handlet' ("NEi3, NE195 and NE297') Ut I&Vaa dllI r inrida dbirifg tht, lasr wfrt ill June to
remove one Toshiba teletherapy unit mad to install a new source in another (the "Florida Activity").
Although the unit removal was ostensibly uneventf.l, the source installation effort encountered
unexpected difficulties in adjusting the unit's light field mirror that resulted in higher than normal
exposures to both NEI3 and NE297. To assist in its efforts to evaluate cause and effect, Neutron
Ucc.iibled aritieal pseorA 6f a wnuawali= Tuiithlba unit, first In Its Ranson. WV unit reconditioning
plant without a source, then in the Limited Access Area of Neutron's Dickerson Plant. At Dickerson,
thc inil's source wheel wu loiacd with a 60 curie teltherapy liude-in w•ume whiah wa u-.J to
rnprndmug =nd nrs•mr (at 1 % of the intensity) the radiation fiaidc in whiek NKI3, NE297, &61d ,u
lesser extent, NE195, had worked in Florida.
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Mr. Roland G. Fletcher
September 8, 1998
Page 2

Although we have not developed a model that resolves all reporting discrepancies, the analyses thus
far performed have enabled us to use the TLD data received to vcrifyithat NE195 did not receive an
elevated exposure, and to place upper and lower limits on the whole body, upper torso and extremity
exposures received by NE13 and NE297. In addition, our evaluation of the Florida Activity
uncovered both some strengths in our teletherapy field service program dat warrant further
development, and so.ne dcflr.ir=ciem that require remedial action.

LEVELS OF ASSIGNED EXPOSURE

Pending fitrther analysis, and the receipt of regulatory approval to assign other exposures, NE13 has
been assigned, for the month of June, 1998:

an upper torso exposure of 7078 ml;

awl~ukr 1,uy v&u.%"uc vC '7079 sulR,

a left wrist exposure of 12267 mR; and

a right wrist exposure of 4133 mR.

Although the whole body TLD which Einployet 10 wm fto the second quitter, of 1998 indiated an
exposure of 6513 mR, it has been Neutron's policy to use the monthly TLD readings as the exposure
of record unless the RSO can document a basis for assigning a different exposure. Moreover,
although we have not yet been able to verify a plausible cause of thee th monthly TLD readings,
neither can we document irrefutable krounds for rejecting them in favor of other values.. As noted in
fte suumary of nalyses which follow, if the retaining dlscrepany can be displled. themr may be
sound grounds for assigning lower exposures to NE13 at smane future date.

NE195 has been assigned, for the month of June, 1998:

a whole body exposure of 892 mR',

an eye lens exposure of 4 mR;

a left wrist exposure of 2381 mR; and

A right wrist exposure of 4,2 mR-

,Ei5 undertook only a minor role in the light field mirror adjustment effort, and we have no reason
to believe that he received exposures appreciably different than those recorded on his monthly TLD's.

Haek1 on the analysis which follows, 'pnding funher work, if any, and the receipt of appropriate
regulatory approvals. NE297 has been assigned, for the month of June, 1998:

an upper torso exposure of 1400 mR;

neUTRon PRODUCTS inc
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Mr. Roland G. Fletcher
Septe•ber 8, 1998
Page 3

a whole body exposure of 1400 mR;

a ly, lins czposure of 46 mR. WWd

an extremity exposur. of 3500 mR.

Neutron Employees 13, 195 aWd 297 are identified by nrm in Appendix I ais ig the hopital at which

tMe expo•ures were incurred.

A Report prepared by Robert E. Alexander, Neutron's Health Physics Consultant, and relevant to the
assignment of expqAUrs, ii ap'&pnded hereo as Appendix II and is i ijtrinsic part of this keponrt.

ANALYSIS OF THE LEVELS OF RADIATION AND THE RESULTING EXPOSURES

The radiation to which the exposures are attributed was from a substanty shielded Neuron
PMducts coba•dt,60 teletherapy source Serial Number T-145 1, Model NPTT-SERIES, Catalogue rPj-
15-6000W. At the tim of inszaliun, It contained 5750 curies and emimtd approximately 5910.

RHM.

During the courst of work in whieh the cposures were incurred, said source was housed within, and
subs&ntiay shielded by, a Toshiba telethcrapy unit, thodel RC.-120-C-5, Serial number 005. The
eleaed exposure are attributed to the repeated adjusment of the light field mirror by NE13 awd
NE297, Each adjusment of the mirror entailed five steps

.! 1. the removal of a brass, lead filled lens assembly from the unit in a radiation
field of only a few ml'hr;

2. reaching into fhe cavity in the shield created by said removal, and removing
the source retaining fixture, a process estimated to take no more than one minute in a
radiation field estimated to be about 160 nrlhr;

3. reaching into the cavity. turning the source drawer 180 degrees, withdrawing
the source drawer a minimum distance of 2.5", loosening the light field mirror set
screw, rotating, and or laterally moving, the light field mirror slightly, and lightly
tightening the set screw, an operation requiring 20 to 60 seconds, performed in a
radiation field hat ranged from 35 to 150 R/hr depending on the cxtint of source
drawer withdrawal and the precise location of fingers in the cavity;

4.. the reversal of step 2; and

5• th. rvosal of sv 1./

Based on extmmsive interviews with the persons involved, it is nu• best estim.te that between 10 Auld
25 mirror adjustments were attempted, with NE195 attempting one, NEI3 performing between two

and ten, and NE297 the balance.

neUTRon PRODUCTS inc
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PLM4

The radiation levels reported above are based on the measurements of dose rate with a shielded
Neutron Products cobalt-60 teletherapy source Serial Number T-115 (activity about 60 curies) which
had its outer capsule removed so that it could be loaded into Toshiba teletherapy unit, model RCR-
i20-C-3, which was partially assembled at Dickerson for the purpose of obtaining accurate data under
benitpi tadiattoi wnditions. The radiation measurements obtained threfrom are presented in both
tabular and graphic form in Appendix 11.

The estimated number of adjustments performed, and tfe periods of exposure required for each step
are based on extensive interviews with NEI3, NE195 and NE297, and on simulated operations
performed without a source.

For the purpose of assigning whole body and upper torso exposures, it is estimated that the person
edfrming the mirror adjurtmm war located at a diiance Of Ont Ot ffvt from thr fa9 of the

unit, a location at which the ruditiutu exposure has bir determined by mcuur•ent to rauge frm 3
R/hr at a source drawer removal distance, of 2-.5 to about 20 R/hr at a soure drawer mwvl
distance of 3.5".

Estimated Exposures to Neutron Employees

# Regarding the probable exposures received by NE195, as stated earlier, NE195 was
involved only in a peripheral way with the light field mirror adjustment, and we do not have
a banic for adjuoting the exporursn indicated by hit TLD reading. At mowt, hte sprnt nnp,
minute in an upper torso dose field of about 3 R/hr, receiving an upper torso exposure of
about 50 mR thereby, and an equal tirme with bIi fingers in a radiation field of about 60 R/hr
for an extremity dose of about I Rem. Thus, dte exposures assigned to NE195 uas the TLD
exposures ftport•d.

# Regarding the probable exposures received by NE13, in order for him to have
received a whole body exposure of 7 RIem, he would have had to undertake 10 light mirror
adjustments of a full minute or more, for each of which the source drawer would have. been
withdrawn nearly 4%, an extremely unlikely menarlo. More likely, if he had undtke two
light mirror adjustments *of 60 seconds each, and a source drawer withdrawal distance of
2.75" each, his upper torso exposure would have been only 200 toRem, a level more
consistant with the 160 mR reading of his pocket dosimeter than the multiflem readings of his
TT l'i.. Thni, while it is phygirally plaiisihlp, that hi 7T1I 1 rrndinys ranifd hm the ratmlr nf the
episode evaluated, we cannot conclude that it Is credible. Nor have we defined another
credible contributor of the magnitude required to rationaize the radiation levels received by
his upper torso TLDs.

Nor are NEI3's wrist badge readings confirmed. Given ten one minute light minror
Aljusmmiuu at a wuux drawer removal disata6 of 3.5", a wrist badge dose approaching 12
Rem would be indicated, and it is rational to expect the other wrist badge to experience a
much lower exposure. However, that scenario lacks credibility, and four 60 second light
mirror adjustmentb at a source wiflydrawil distayx of 2.75" seems much inure likely. In such
event, the indicated wrist badge dose would be only about 2 Rem. In either case, the wrist
badge exposure is not governing; and in the more realistic case of four light field mirror
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adjustments of about 60 Se.nnds each, the finger exposures of both hands would be in the
range of 4 Rem or so.

What we can conclude with considerable certainty is that the TLD readings do not understate
the exposures likely to have been received by NE13's whole body and extremities in the
course of the Florida Activity,

# With regard to the probable exposures received by NE297, we cannot conclude that
his TLD readings are either wvurawt or conservative, Moreover, we believe that the analyses
performed provide us with a prudent basis for assigning probable exposures within a realistic
range.

While we have no reason to doubt the validity of his whole body TLD readings as
indicative of whole body exposure, they were worn on his belt, often a reasonable
choice, but grossly inadequate for recording. the exposure of the upper torso in the
course of the work performed in the course of the light field mirror adjustmens.

Similarly, the wtint badgi TLD's, even if worn on each light mirror adjustmect
occasion, would not record the finger exposures which would clearly dominate
extremity dose considerations.

Moreover, based on the radiation Measurements made at Dickerson and the estimates of time
required to perform the various functions, it is practical, as undertaken above, to assign
prnhahlc extremity, eye lem and upper torso expoturet, anid tu supplement the whole body
exposures recorded by NE297's whole body badge readings.

CAUSES AND REMEDIES

The elevated occupational exposures experienced were Incurred in the course of work performed by
experienced source handlers, only one of whom, NE13, is licensed to work on Toshiba units. The
other two ar not licensed to work independently on such units, but are Aflaudurjg to do so under the
supervision of a duly licensed person. Moreover, NE13, has personally been the responsible source
handler on more than a thousand prior incident free source installations, unit removals and unit
installations, including more than a dozen Toghibas; and he has participated in. or been responible
for, the training of about a dozen source handlers who have successfully performed, both domestically
ail intcrnationally, on hundreds of other incident free unit installations, removals and source
exchanges.

Nevertheless, the Florida Activity, though amply staffed by an experienced team, constituted a truly
sub-par performance that we have tentatively attributed to a combination of the following causes, all
of which can and must be remedied: /

Cause #1 The sourte was loaded into a Toshiba source holder in which the adjustnent
of tie light field mirror required a lessening of the shielding of the source. In the course of
evaluating the Florida Activity, it became apparent to us that, by the use of other source
holders, some of which are in our possession, it is possible to effect the light field mirror

neuTRon PRQDVOTS nc
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adjustmnnt without decreasing the shielding of the source. In addition, the Toshiba unit had
an unusual field light bulb assembly that added an additional variable to the light field
adjustment problem.

Remedy #1 For future work on Toshiba units, make it a priority to confirm liht1 field
mirror and source alignment before loading source, and consider all available alwtrmtivcs for
light field mirror adjustment with minimum lassfing of source shieding.

Catsle #2. Without assigning fault at this point, it is a fact that the field service team
members failed to take full advantage of their collective experience and intellectual resources
in resolving the uncertainties and difficulties they ecowtered in Florida.

Remedy #2 Conduct periodic and continuing ono holds barred" reviews (by peers as well
as lead installers and management) of overall preparedess; viable alternatives to established
practices; and whore appropriate, plans for specific source and unit installations, and unit
removals, including, to the extent practical, all field service team members.

Cause 13 There was an inadequate field effort to resolve substantive twehnical
diMsreumn among field Aervice team members, ad k appo likely that the failure to
reach accord increased personnel taposuts, to souextwt.

Remedy #3 While the primary responsibility and authority for resolving any such disputes
rests with the team leader. in the event of hit inabillty to tinmly st~ablisl a nuiuLua
.understnding he must call Corporate headquarters for sistawceand fhrther intmetions
0 pIQVGt with funbai opmdtin

OTHER CORRCTNE ACTIONS TO PRECLUDE EXACERBATION OR A RECURRENCE

L. For the balance of 1998, Employee 13 has been reassigned from all activities that could result
in any additional occupadonal exposure.

2. The prooodure which calls for the responsible source handler or his aAilp= to Imd
individual SRD m'duIp on the Source Installation Notice after each Source exchange or removal has
been changed to require each member of the team to record their own radiation measurcments and for
the responsible source handler to review maid reoorda.

3. Neutron will purchase new, smaller, direct reading, alarming dosimeters to allow them to be
worn in the amea of potentially highgst raditinn tn mplare the current alarming dosimeter whoge ciao.
results in them being worn on the belt.

4. A cross-fertilization training pWogzt will be imtituted for all Neutron's source handlers
whioh will inolude the Neutron's health physicts ,. aulit #d will uiour no less often than annually.

5. The requirement to wear SRDs and an alarming, integrating dosimeter will be extended to
include the servicing of telethempy units,'whether or not a source excidwig is involved.
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6. The other source handlers who Neutron knows to be licenud to service Toshiba teletherapy
units in the United States are on Neutron's -03 license, and will be nude aware of the details and our
analysis of the Florida Activity; and the Toshiba source handler in England has been told of the
episode and will be given the detils.

7. Timely documented surveys will be performed at appropriate intervals at the heginning af,
during and after all field operatmons.

Thank you very much for your expeditious approval of our request to perform radiation measurement
experiments on a loaded Toshiba head in the LAA. It was very helpful to us in performing our
evaluation.

If you have any questions, plee call.

Sincerly

NEUTR N CTI I

Attichments
M.:
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RECONSTRUUCTON OF NA&iDLAT7ON DOSES RECMTID BY NP! TELETHERAPY
SOURCE INSTALLERS

&B. Alexander
September 9, 1998

L The Minlsim Exposure Cue

The installers would have received the minimum doses under the following conditions:

i. The source drawer position during light field mirror adjusaments would have been 2.5 inches

out, the minimum withdrawal distance to permit access to the set.screw.

2. The number of adjustments would have been 20-14 by NE297, 5 by NED3, 1 by NE195.

3. The trp;,re distance would have been I foot for the adjuster.

4. The exposure distance for observer NEI3 during adjustments by NE-297 would have been 3

feft.
5. The exposure time for each adjustnAie would have beeo 30 seconds.

A. Exposure Rate in Plug Cavity

The wrist badges were located about 6 inches from the tips of the curvW fingers. The cavity is
4.75 inches deep. Thus these badges were a little. more than an inch outside the cavity. The

workers! wrists moved about as the TLD integrated the dose. Due to the nature of the work, the

dosimetal most probably wfre not nrpnvd tn the hightAt raca, whbih Wtrj lfgt4 Jtward the
civity bottom. Theefore the wrist badge rultfi are not mrte indicatiow of exposure rates in

the plug cavity.

With the drawer at 2.5 inches the exposre rate at the face of the plug cavity Wu moumrod
during the mockup to be 200 mR/hr, during the actual exposures the ramte was two orders of

magnitude higher, or 20 R/hr actual. Mockup data pro-ide exposure-rate ratinsm cavity-to-plug

&W, for drawer positions nfl, 2, and 3 inches. The evrage voIue is -2, Le., the rate at the far

end of the cavity is close to twice the rate at the cavity opMeing. Thus whom the tips of the

fingers holding the Allen wrench were located the rate was -40 M/hr, or 0.7 RMnin.

B. Exposure Rate Profile at 1 Foot

Figure I is a simplified schematic of the conditions of exposure, drawn to scale. The plug cavity

and protruding'source drawer are shown at the left of the page. To the right a replica of a worker

is shown from head to waist. The worker's face is located I fbot from the face of the plug cavity.

The beam angles are defined by straight lines extending from the apertre above and below the

drawer to the exterior edges of the cavity and beyond. The upper line intersects the top of the

worker's head. The lower line reaches the body at a point 5 inches below the shoulder and leaves

the body about 4 inches above the waist. This schematic enabled identification of the organs

significantly exposed by the conical beam (see Table A, Attachment).

As part of the mockup effort an array of 8 TLDs was exposed 1 foot from the plug face, with the

.1.
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As piu u u the mockup effort an array of R THUD wus exposed 1 foot from the plug face, with the
gource drawer withdrawn 2.5 inches. The TLD locations are marked a through h. Five
instrument readings were made at the same time at distances above and below the awray. These
results were corrected for a difference that existed between them and the TLD results. They are
marked a through 0. These 13 exposure rates provide the profile necessary to identify the
location on the body which received the highest dose. Most probably it would have been in the
vicinity of-the thyroid gland, The highest rate is 3,072 R/hr, or 51.2 mR/mam.

C. Exposure Rate Profle at 3 Feet

NEI3 ob.!rved the work ofNE097 from a vamage puint directly behind him. Neglecting
sWielding afforded by TB's body, the largest exposure rate in the proffie at 3 feet was determined
by extrapolation to be 1.1 R/hr or 1&3 mR/hr.

D. Exposure Rate at Location of Lens

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the appropriate exposure rate to use in the calculation of the
lens is -0.2 R/hr, or 3.3 mR/min.

E. Doses That Would Have Been Received

From section IA, the exposure times of interest, in the minimum-dose case are: 7, 2.5 and 0.5
TB,: 7 minutes - NE13::2.5 minutes adjusting and 7 minutes observing - NE 195::0.5 minutes

Their doses are tabulated below.

Table L MINIMUM DOSES RECEIVED BY INSTALLERS
___________(Source Drawer Position =,2.50) ,_,,_ ,

... .. . .. .......! !t t !l lr l p • "• *

0NE297 NE13 NE195

Deep Dose Equivalent 358 mrem 256 mrem 26 nmrem
(DDE)

Lens Dose Equivalent 23 mrem 16 rr'ren 2 mm

Extremity Dose 4.9 rem 1.75 rem 0.35 rem
(SD E)

U. The Exposure Case Consistent With the NE13 "Whole-Body" TLD for June, 1998

A. Deep Dose Equivalent

.2.
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Sine this dose greatly exceeds the 256-=rero Wnlmum duie do-ived for TabWO I, a consideablec
effort has been nuide to find out whether it would have been possible fbr NEI3 to have received
7.078 reins while performing the task in question. NEl3's dose could not be compared with
NE297's because the latter worker's TLD was worn on his belt, out of the beam. It is worthy of
note that NE 13Is se&f-readingdosimeter, which he has reported as beig worn near his TLD,
registered a dose not greatly differeat from the calculated minimum of256 mteros.

A mockup of the task was conducted at NPI, the results )f which are reported here. Identical
talvtherapy equipment was employed along with a source of stength smaller by a factor of 100.
Following this exercise it was conclded that the only way a dos as high as 7.1 rerns could have
been received was for the source drawer, for access convenience, to have been withdrawn more
than the 2.5 inches reported by the installers. An attempt is made below to identify how far out
the source would have to have been withdrawn in order deliver the upper torso TLD to NEI3.

Withdrawal distuai of 2.5, 3, and 4 inches were analyzed under expomre conditions intended to
maximize NE13Ts dose; for example, the exposure time per adjustment was doubled, the number
of adjustments was increased from 20 to 25, and the number of these performed by NEI 3 was
also doubled. Then the results were graphed, Figure 2, to enable identification of the source
position that would have delivered 7.1 rens, Details of the analysis appear in Tables II
through V.

I 

i • M

Table LL Es'1IMA'irz LXPSVRES - SOURCE DRAWER POSMTON g~ 2.56" I
"otl erposurM Time pnr light field alh''04= a 00tt; ...
Distance of adjugtor from cavity plug face ...........
Distance of observer from cavity plug face ...........
Source drawer position, out ..........................
Sourc direction......... ...............
Largest Exposure rate at I foot, actual ...............
Exposure rate at 3 feet, acta .........................
Exposure at I foot per light field mirror adjustment ........
Exposure at 3 feet per light field mirror adjustment ........

.......... ........... I m inute
..... ; ....... ;, , . . Ifoot

..................... 3feet

.................... 2,5 inches

..................... I ...... up

. ....... 3.072 Rr 51,2 mR/nin

........ 1. l R/hr- 18.3 mR/min
.. ..................... 51.2 mR
...... ... ........... . 1 .3 m R

Number of expoms . ............................................. 25
14 byrNE297 adjusting light field mirror ............................. 717 rem
10 by NEI3 adjusting light field mirror .................................... 512 mronm
14by NEl3observingTB .. ............ ........... 256 rmrem
NE13 total .......... ........................ 768 mrem
I bvNEI95 .. 51 mrem

-3-
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-Table Ml ESTIMATED EXPOSURES -SOURCE DRAWER POSITON (4 3"

To l e poSure time pnsn -= ustrenl: ........ p............ l r1 iflut

Distance of adjustor from cavity Plug faM ...................................... I foot

Distance of observer from cavity plug face ............ I ............... 3 feet
. . . . . . .3 inches

Source drawer poitio , out ..........................
Source direction ..p.......... .... ........ ....... ........ up

La-geWt Exposure rate at I fo• actual . .. .. 9.124 Rhr - 152 mR/min

Exposure rate at 3 feet, actual .......................... 3.267 Rh - 54. 5 1nZiUnf

EXp0sure at 1 foot per light field mirror adjustment ................... 152 MR

Exposure at 3 feet per ligh field mirror adjustment ...... ..... _ .... 55 MR

Number of exposures ..................... .......... ............... 25
..by..297.udju.i.edmin........I . 213 remn

10 by NE3 adjustin light field mior ... ........ .................... 1.52 ren

14 by NE13 observing NE297 ....... .. ,. .................... .. . ..... 0.77rem

NE13 total ........................... ................ 2.29 rem

l y ! 'E195 ..... ........ .. 5re

Table IV. 0&IATE EPSURES -SOURCE DRAWER POSITON A 4"

Total exposure time per light field minror adjustment:......................... .. 1 minute

biistance odadjud r fh'•u uvy u ai s Am I .......................... I ........ 1 foot

Distance of observer from cavity plug face ............. . ....... 3 feet

Source drawer position, out ...................... ...... ..4 inches
Suws¢. direction................................................. lip

Largest Exposure rate at 1 foot, actual ....................... 47.31 R/hr 799 mR/rain

Exposure rate at 3 feet, actual .......................... 16.94 R/hr 282 mR/rmin

Exposure at I foot per &ght field mirror adjustment ............ 789mR

Exposure at 3 feet per light field mirror adfustment ...... 282 mR

Number of expoures ................ .......... .................... 25

14 by NE297 adjusting fiht field mirror ...................... ....... I 1.05 rem

10 by NE 13 adjusting light field mirrpr ................... .. ................. 7.89 rem

14 byNEI3 obitrvinTB ......... ........
NE13 total .................................................. 11.88 rem

I by N E 195 ..... ... ........ .......................................... 0.789 rem

-.4
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Table V. ESTIMATED VXpOqU1 - SOURCE DAWER POSiON A 3.7"

Total exposure time per light field mirror adjustment: .......................... I minute

Distance ofawjiastor from cavity plugfce . , ..... .......... foot

Distance of observer from cavity plug face ............................... 3 iet

Source drawer position, out ...... .......................... 3.7 inches
Soure direction ... .. . .................... , , UP
Total upper torso doze registered by TLD ofN•1 ............ .............. 7.1 rem
Fraction of1NE3 upper torso dose as he made light field mirror adjustments ..........
Fraction of NEI3 upper torso dose as he observed liht field Minfor adjustments .......... 0,4
Upper torso exposure while making light field mirror adjustments ................. 4.26 rem
Exposue per adjustment . ............... 0.426rem
UDper torso exposure while observing light field mirror dustments ............... 2.84 rem

Number ofexp mires. .......................................................... 25
14 ight fidd mirror adjusunp bty NE297 ............................ 5.96 rein
10 llght field mirror adjustmets by NEl 3 ............................. 4.26 rem
15 observations by NE3 ............... ........................ 2.4 rem
NE13 total ...................... ........................ 7
1 byNIE195 .6 lilt 't . ........... 0.426 rem

In Figure 2 the total doses ausigned to NEI3 for the 3 drawer positions are graphed to permit
identification of the drawer position previously mbntioned. It is vvidtut tiMt the drawer would
have to have been positioned at ahnntl 7 innhm• fnr p'r'h tidjnstmnt madr. in order to ddliycr tho
7.1-rem dose. The exposure rate profile for this drawer position is pmvided in Figure 3.

All three instalers insist that they inioW exMOSe q-,01 by mi-ng the withdrawal

distance. They maintain that 2.5 inches was essential for adjusting the light field mirror and that
great care was taken to avoid withdrawing the source drawer more than neceuary.

Assuming that the TLD actually received 7.1 rerms, it is difficult to avoid the tentative conclusion
that it was exposed to most of the radiation in some unknown manner.

B. Lens Dose Equivalent (LDE)

In Fig 3 the expoeure rate applicable to the lens is 2.5 R/hr, or 41.7 MR/min. The LDEs
assumed for this hypothetical case are:

TB::584 mrem NE13::417 mrem NE195::42 rnrem

C. Extremity Dose Equivalent

In this subsection maximum doses to ihe hands are calculqted assuming a source drawer position
of 3.7 inches.

1. Fxposu.re Rate for Calculating Hand Dosei

With the drawer at 2.5 inches, the exposure rate at the face of the plug cavity was measured

.G.
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(during the mockup) to ba 200 Mlfh (20 Rihr actual). With the dniwor at 3 inches the rate rose

to 3 5 R/hr actual. At 4 inches the actual rate was 2 S0 R/hr. The rate with the drawer at

3.7 inches wu pot measured but was interpolated, The three data points enabled construction of

the curve shown in Figure 3, from which it is evident that at 3.7 inches the fate mhust have been

very near 115 i/hr, or -1.9 R/miz. (The wrist badge would have been exposed a•out 2 inches

ftuthei away than the cavity f=e to a rate a little les thpn 115.) In setoon IA it was shown that

the rate at the far ead of the cavity is close to twice the rate at the cavity opening. Thus the

exposure rate assumed for this hypothetical case, with the drawer withdrawn to 3.7 inches, is

3.8 R/min, equivalent to 3.8 R per light field mirror adjustment. NE13's extremity dose is

assumed to bl 38 r= fbr purposei ofthiI case. The counterpart cxtmrzity dose assumptions are

53 rems (14 x 3.8) for NF.297 and 3.9 rams for NE19S.

2. Wrist TLD Results

The wrist badge results for NE13 were 12.29 rem left aod 4.146 right. Since the worker is right-

handed, a higher dose tO the right wrist mnigt have been expected. Also, the right hand was

exposed deeper into the cavity than the left. But the right hand was of necessity elevated into the

upper rnegio aear the se-screw, and exposurt-rates were lower in that reginn. The lc hMtAd,
which was used to keep the drawer from rotatinLg was located in the lower region where the

highust exposure rates emisted.

As previously mentioned, the cavity is less than 5 inches deep, so that the wrist badges were
probably exposed just beyond the cavity-plug face with the drawer at 2.5 inches. For the
hypothetical case examined in this section, (11), it is assumed that the drawer position is 3.7 inches
out. Thus the wrist badges would have been about an inch further away from the cavity face.

Exposure rates were measured at the cavity face during the mockup using survey instruments.

The results fbr 3 drawer puofiios (nufltiplied by 100 for sourmo•tregth correftion) were:
2.5 inches- 20 R/Ar; 3 inches-- 35 R/hr-- 4 inches - 250 R/hr.

At -2 inches from the cavity face the following rates have been interpolanxt:
2.5 intli --13 R/hr; 3 inches - 28 Rhr-.4 inches - 180 R/hr.

If a workcr's wrist badge were exposed to these rates for 10 minutes, the exposures would be:
' 2,5 inches -2.2 R, 3 inches - 4. 7 R -- 4 inches 30R.

Interpolatinns at a drawer position of .7 and 15 inghes yield 17 R and 12 R respectively. This
rough estimate suggests that the drawer may have been withdrawn about an inch further than the
2.5-inch minimum.

m. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

A. Cataracts

A question has arisen as to whether a photon absorbed dose on the order of those received,
virtually single exposure, could cause cataract (eye lun). Tl•iet is nio evidetce tM siuch small

doses could do so. When ICRP-26 was first issued in 1977 it established an annual occupational

dose limit of 30 fads, permitting lifetmne LDEs ou the ofer of 1500 rads. It was indicated that no

"MsIO impairg opaotiioc auld mo0u' at omaller donst. 4veral recachert later pointod to

-a-
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evidence that non-vision•.impaiming opacities caused by doses as small as 350 rads had progressed

to the jion imp"tis stage later in Ulif. The ICRP respmnded by lowering thei LDE li.il to

15 rodR in a year--the amrrnt regulatory limit. The li y limitation implied is about 750 rado.

The small LDEs assigned to the installers bring their lifetime LDE• Lo levels fit' below the cntaract

threshold.

B. H&ads, Tissue Damage

Anothor concern that has arisen is whether doses to the hands of the installers were sufficiently

large to cause biological dr~ts. Working from an cxteza ve and i0on'4 g human exposure data

base (primarily medical therapeutic) the ICRP was able to establish that nonstochastic (or

deterministic) efcts will not be experienced in any organ or tissue that receives 50 reins or less

per year for a working lifetim. The Comdt1iAiion thurtrore establiWd an aimu.l limit of 50 tems
to achieve its objective ofprevnItg such effects. (Of course, radiogenic organs are limited to s

rerns in a year to control stochastic effects.) It is therefore safe to. say that the hands of the

installers will exhibit no clinically detectablo effects as a result of the exposures discussed here. In

fkc. INA ,AtI±reOft W01Cl remain applicablW wete Idwy Li* rOdi, Iopeuroo of thi nmagnitude
every year.

Forty-three years ago I received absorbed doasc (occupationrW) of -2,400 rad to the tips of my
right index finger and thumb, Burning aetions began in about an hour and continued off and
on for about 3 months. No other eMfects have been experienced. I am certain that neither NEI13
nor NE297 will experience any deleterious effects whatsoever.

IV. Conclusions

Apparently it would be unreasonable to draw the conclusion that any installer actually received
doses associated with NE13's TLD result of 7.1 reins during the course of the task examined here.
While at present it does not seem possible to avoid assigning a DDE of 7.1 reins to NEI3, it
would not be unuiuuabIe to assume that a large fraction ofthe dose wu received during the task
analyzed here. It would also be unreasonable to assign the associated large DDE• to NE297, who
evidently was not present when NE13's TID received most of the 7.1 reans.

In this analysis the miniinum doses have been estimated (On section 1) along with doses consistent
with the -7.1 '•,s intetrred by NEI1's TLD for June, 1999 (in section IH). The results of both
analyses appear as ranges in Table VI.

If it were my responsibility to assign the doses for the task in question, I would umn a 1-minute.
average exposure time for each fight field mirror adjustment. This conservative assumption would
double the minimum doses, as shown in Table VII. I would like to emphasize, however, that
these were part-body exposures. Therefore, at a convenient time I would suggest an NPI'
request to MDE for authorization to reassess the DDEs shown in Table Vfl by calculating the

EDEs, a topic briefly discussed in the attachment to this document.

.7-
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Table VL RESULTS OF DOSE RECONSTRUCTION EFFORT

Installer DDE LDE Extremity
I " mrem

NE297 0.717 to 5.96 23 to 584 4.9 to 53

NE13 0.768 to 7.1 16to417 1.75to38

NE195 0.051 to 0.426 2to42 0.35 to3.8

Table VIL Recommended Asigpmeut of Doses for Task frem)

Installer DDE LDE Extremity
(rm (4Lrn (rem)

NE297 1.4 46 9.8

NB13 1.5 32 3.5

NE195 0.1 4 0.7

4.



ATTAC•MENT: EFWtC¶M" DOSE EQUIVALE

Prior to 1977 neither the ICRP nor the NCRP provided guidance on (1) how to add external to

internal dose or (2) 1 reasonable way to include the concep f risk in protection standards for
partial-body exposure. Th1 fi aL omission regulted in non.rnnervativ• •sgulation; the second

made the regulations overly conservative.

An official solution to both problems became available with the publication of ICRP-26. The
Commission developed a straightforward way to convert non-additive dose to addtive
probabilities, viz., the probablity of radiation-induced fatal cancer. A simple, familiar weighting-
factor procedure for accomplisbing this objective was kowpted. The risk factors for the individual
radiogenic organs were summed, giving 165 x I0" CAM"':- deaths per person-rem, which means
165 deaths among I million adults who collectively receie I million rens. (Later, in ICRP-61.
1990 this factor became 400 out of a million for adults; the risk factors are called "nominal
probability coefficients.") The tha wmallhr risk tors for individual orns were divided by the
sum to obtain the fraction of the overall risk attributed to each organ. These fractions are the
weighting factors. When the dose to an organ is multiplied by the weighting factor for that organ,
the result is a risk value that can be added to such values for other organs.

Clearly, it does not mattr whbether the organ received the dose from external or internal radiation;
the wighted doses can be added to obtain the effectdw &air equivden[ (aD for the organ. If
more than one organ is significantly exposed, all of the doses are properly weighted and summed
to obtain the EDE for the entire person.

The EDE system works just as well for partial body external exposure. For example, it a small
beam signicantly irradiates only two intcrnal organs as it passes through the body, the worker is
at risk from those two organs only. The risk * rea .- thED whivhialculatdby
multiplying the dose for each organ by its weighting fatr and adding these two organ EDEs
together.

Annual EDE limits can be establishd, and compihnme ma bo demonstrated by calculating the
organ EDEs from any and all manner of exposures and simply adding them up.

The various national governments could not act upon this improved system of control at once
because an acceptable way of measuring the dose from external radiation to internal organs, as
received in the workplace, was not available. It was not until December 27, 1995, that the
necessary official guidance was-published by the NCRP (NCRP Report No. 122, "Ue uf Personall
Monitors to Estimate Effective Dose Equivalent and Effective Dose to Workers'for External
Expore to Low-Lot Radiation"). This report prim addresses broad-beam radiation as
measured by conventioa PeSOnal dosimeters. Partial-body (organ) dosimetry, as received from
small beams, is normally reconstructed from multiple sources of data and is thus outside the scope
of a report focusing on the use of routine workplace dosimetry results, In other words, small-
beam organ dosimetry is a great deal easier than the diffli',ut problem encountered by NCRP-122.

The major revision of 10 CFR Part 20 was issued by the ,[RC well before NCWP-122 was
published. The staff was faced by an uncomfortable dilemma because Presidential Guidance to
Federal Agencies in 1988 specified use ofthe EDE in regulations although the agency could not

4-



require it when telling licen.,e an 11,eptable way to do it was not yet possible. The impossible
was accomplished by invention of the Circumventing TEDE. For external radiation the TEDE is
defined as the normally obtained personal dosimeter restft simply nultiplied by a weighting factor
a weighting factor of 1. No real change. The licensee is required to assume that every organ
received the same dose, viz., that assigned to the highest DDE (dMmined at 1-,m depth). The
partial-body pr6blem remains. However, caluation ofthe r"@ EDE may be permitted on a case-
by-cue basis; licenrse-specifc NRC or Agrimood State approval is required. This proyision may
bW fwnd in NRC and MDE rmg vm M I f~9tnote to the table of Wgighting-factors.

In my opinion it is sometimes unrealistie to record and report partialmbody exposures to e9•rnal
radiation in a manner which indicates that evry organ In the bndy receive the recorded dose.
Were litigation to arise over a malignancy that developed in an organ which was reported to have
been exposed but actually received a very small or zero dose, justice certainly would not be
served. Injustices also arise when an apparent overexposure damages the reputation of a licensee
becaue urf Lhe requirement to assume that every organ rectiva the dolo assigned to the
maximally exposed organ. This can and does happen .when partl-body (smal-beam) external
exposures occur. One of the reasons the ICRP and NC•P IntLrducd the EDE was to avnid such
injustices.

An example of an EDE duaermination is shown in Table i. based on organ do.se that appea- in
Figure 3. A source drawer position of 3.6 inches is asmend. In this example the EDE rate is
i. I.n r=n/miu,4c uvha=.sre. I ftd the EDE to beo more renonable mirnir nf rAdiignd 4nk,

It is more representative of the actal degree of control exercised by regplatory agencies and their
licensees.

.10.



UW/ UU/1998 18:52 3013492433 NEUTRON PRODUOTS PAGE 20

Tabl A. M1, TIVE DOSE' !A0tVALENT RATEl" R INSTALLERS

organn Dowe Rxt. Wgighting Dowe Rift, u~udOga~su
Included (rez/hr FActor (e/fiwet ru/um6

marrow 20.8 0.12 0.35t. 0,042t

colon 0.12
l,,ng 34 0.12 0.06t 0.007t

bladder 0.05

breast 3.2 0.05 0.05t 0.0025t

Eiver 00

esophagus 20.8 0.05 0.35 t 0.0181

thyroid 20.8 0.05 0X3I 008

skin 20.8 0.01 0.3 $t 0.00315t_____

bone 20.8 U.01 0.35L .035

Muface ________

EDE SUBTOTAL RATE (tot remanmder orgas/tissues) 0.095t

Remainder Organs/Ti Slcs____

9t01,,p_•nh :':•:::•'; .... ......~~~~~ ~ ~~..... ' .• .. .... .: ....... :. ,.<............................ . .

brtain [0.8 remi/ktr] 0.013t, ,, ri~~' ~ A

0. A T Nti&

muppcrle(08rge in/b]tashne.. 
~ .. s.~ ..

kidn'ey.___".___ n__...:__._.._.. .- .. . .......

panicreas J3 rern/hr 0..___________________

d d e r,•r.r.5. .. . ...... 1 . f ...... ... . . .. . .

spleen [3.2 re0.050.0St 0.00t

u [A •. , ......... .....................

Remainder Subtotals 0.05 0.533t 0.0271t

Total EDE per Minute of E(potmre 0.122t

Notes; (1) EDE -0. 122 t whec t isthe exposur time in mlinutes. (2) This EDE oonpst v=wodenvedrfor asource

drawer position of 3.6 inch , source up. (3) Conservatively, no credit is taken for photon attenuation by the body.

(4) ICRP..60, 1990, ecommendations =,,fo4o~ here.

... :
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REGISTRY OF RADIOACTIVE SEALED SOURCES AND DEVICES
SAFETY EVALUATION OF DEVICE

NO.•: NR421DIOlU DATE: February 05, 1969 PAGE 1 OF 3

DEVICE TYPE; Rotational Teletherapy Unit

MODEL: Toshiba RCR-120.

!ANI•'FACTU•IEP., /DISTR•iBUTOR: Litton Medical Products, Inc.
Profexray Division
51 E., Touhy Avenue
Des Plaines, IL 60018

• 4ANUFACTURER/DISTRIBUTOR:

SEALED SOURCE MODEL DESIGNATION: GE Drawing .10603949

ISOTOPE: Cobal t-60 MAXIMUM ACTIVITY: Up to 9700 curies

LEAK TEST FREOUENCY:

PRINCIPAL USE:

CUSTOM DEVICE:

Medical Teletherapy

YES X NO



REGISTRY OF RADIOACTEVE SEALED SOURCES AND QEVICES
SAFETY EVALUATION OF DEVICE

NO1.; NR421D1O1U DATE- February 5,1969 PAGE 3 OF.3

DEVICE TYPE: Rotational Teletherapy Unit

DESCRIPTION (CONT'D).:

The model identification number contains the following information:

Ex: Toshiba.C- 2 -R -F.- - B
treatment

head

I - standard coll'imator
2 - simplified conformational collimator
R - rotational unit
S -floorstand unit
fi -movable head
F - fixed head

65 - SAD in cm
80 - SAD i-n cm
A - beam barrier
B,- counterweight

EXTERNAL RADIATION LEVELS':

The unit loaded with 3,000 curies of cobalt-60 (3,100 rhm) was surveyed by the:
manufacturer and found to have an average and a maximum radiation level at 1
meter from -the source of 0b.57 mr/hr and 0.95 mr/hr, respectively, with the source
in the "off" position. Beam "on" .leakage Is less than 0.01%.

LIMITATIONS AND/OR OTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF USE:

Installation of the unit with a source already loaded in the head will normally
be performed by Litton Medical Products, Inc., Des Plalnes, Illinois, under its
AEC License No. 12-13085-01. Source exchanges are planned to be performed by
personnel of Litton Medical Products, Inc., (i.e., they do not have this type
license authorization at present) and will involve an exchange operation of the
cylindrical source drawer between the shipping container and the treatment head.

ISSUING AGENCY:

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission



REGISTRY OF RADIOACTIVE SEALEDMSOURCES AND DEVICES
SAFETY EVALUATION OF DEVICE

.Io. : NR42.D 1O2ZU DATE: Oecember 15, 1971 PAGE I OF 3

DEVICE TYPE: Rotational Teletherapy Unit

MODEL: Toshiba RCR-120-Cl, RCR-120-C3

IIANUFACTURER/DISTRIBUT0R: Litton Meeical Products, Inc.
Profekray Division
515 E. Touhy Avenue
Des Plaines, IL 60018

'MAU~FACTUP.ER/0ISTRIB¶JTOR:

SEALED SOURCE MODEL DESIGNATION: GE Drawing 10603949

ISOTOPE: Cobalt.60 MAXIMUM ACTIVITY: 10,000 curies

LEAK TEST FREQUENCY:

PRINCIPAL USE:

CUSTOM DEVICE:

Medical Teletherapy

YES X NO
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REGISTRY OF RADIOACTIVE SEALED SOURCES AND DEVICES
SAFETY EVALUATION OF DEVICE

1O4.: 0R421DIO2U DATE: December 15, 1971 PAGE 2 OF 3

DEVICE TYPE: Rotational Teletherapy Unit

DESCRIPTION:

The Toshiba RCR-120-CI is a rotational teletherapy, unit With the head and beam
.atcheý an a "C" 'Arm which rotates about the patient. The Toshiba RCR-120-CZ
differs from the Cl in that it has a counterweight instead of a beam catcher. The
units come with a. source-to-center of rotation distance of 80 centimeters. The
beam catcher subt-ends an angle of about 70 degrees from the patient and transmits
approximately. 0.05% at the beam. The unit is 7 feet 6 inches high with a. maximum
source-floor distance of 6 feet 5 inches. The distance between the source and back
of the unit Is pproximately 8 feet 10 inches.

The unit is supplied with a standard head designated as "Toshiba C10". This head
consists of a spherical cast steel shell filled with lead. A tungsten alloy sleeve
inside. the headiprovides additional shielding in 'the "off". position. A 1.9" in
diameter by 8.3" long cylindrical source drawer made of tungsten alloy fits
horizontally into: the lead turntable shutter. . Th,e teletherapy capsule is held in
the source cavity., which is 30 amn (1.182") In diameter by 34.5 wm (1.36") in height,
of the drawer by a threaded cap and metal retaining hoop which are placed into
position inside a",hot-cell. The shutter rotates :in a horizontal plane from the
"on" to the "off" position by an electric motor working against a torsion spring.
In case 'of power failure, the shutter will return: automatically to the "off" position.

The tungsten alloy collimation assembly defines a' field size which can be varied
from 5 cm square to 35 cm square at 80 centimeters from the source.

The head will.swivel 1650 in either'direction and tilt 1300 forward from the
downward'posltlon'and 300 back. Beam orientation can be limited by electrical or
mechanical stops.':

Lights on the unit and on the contirol panel indicate the "on"-and "off"
.conditions. The mechanical source position Indicator is a drum attached to the
shutter drive shaft and is viewed through a window toward the top of the
telatherapy head cover. Red color indicates beam-"ON" condition and green color
indicates beam "OFF" condition. The turntable shutter retracts to the "OFF"
.position by the return spring when the powerfails or when the interlocked door
is opened; the unit must then be reset to continue treatment. In an emergency,
the shutter can be mechanically rotated to the "off" position by inserting an
emiergency bar in the slot on top of the teletherapy head and rotating
counterclockwise 180 degrees.
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PEGISTRY OF RADIOACTIVE SEALED SOURCES AND DEVICES
SAFETY EVALUATION OF DEVICE

NO. : NR4Z1102U ,DATE: December 15, 1971 PAGE 3 OF 3

DEVICE TYPE: Rotational Teletherapy Unit

EXTERNAL RADIATION LEVELS:

The manufacturer.has determined the head can be loaded with 10,000 curies of.
cobalt-60 with an output of ri,800 rhm and yield an average and. maximun radiation
level at I meter from the source of 1.17 mr/hr and 5.3 mr/hr, respectively, with
-the source in -the "off" posit-ion. Beam "on" leakage is less than 0.01%.

LIMITATIONS. AND/OR OTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF USE:

Installation of the unit with a source already loaded in the head and source
exchange operations will normally be perfomed by Litton Medical Products, Inc.,
Des Plaines, Illinois,.under its AEC License No..12-13085-01. In a source exchange
operation the cylindrical source drawer is moved from the turntable shutter to the
shipping container and a new source drawer is moved from the shipping container to
the turntable shutter.

,ISSUING AGENCY:

U..S. Atomic Energy Commission.

TOTAL P.0'7


